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Debra A. Levy
Extension 111 • deb@glass.com

Conflict of Interest?
Dear AGRR™,
It is not fair that the same company
that does its auto glass claims just happens to be in the business of auto glass
repairs and replacements too, but then
is “allowed” to do the inspections. No
one else is involved in this process but
[this one company] and while they are
at the jobsite this could all too easily
happen: “Miss Smith, if it helps you, I
have a windshield in my van and I could
go on and replace yours for you while I
am here, if you like.” Open your mind to
that example! It is another example of a
large corporation making a very nice
profitable situation for an insurance
company. First, the insurance company
receives guaranteed lower costs by signing up. Second, this company gains income from them, not to mention all of
the jobs that they’re going to be inspecting. Would you do an inspection without
getting paid? Neither would this company … This is the best opportunity [to
know whether to repair or replace],
while they are there inspecting. Plus,
they sell another one of their windshields through their company that sells
auto glass, if it is replaced.
This is totally a conflict of interest and
should be banned. What is fair is fair,
and this is not fair except to the corporate companies that are taking advantage of us again. Yes, they might be
required to mention to consumers that
they have a choice, but think about it
(this company did); it would be pretty
convenient [to continue with the replacement] since they are already there.
Ninety-nine percent of customers are
going to say “oh great, please just go on
and do it now.”
What is wrong with going to our own
insurance agent’s office and letting them
discuss and make a decision while we’re
there? How hard is that, seeing someone
you know, trust and believe in? After all,
we’re paying for our insurance though
our insurance agents, right?
I, for one, will never use this insurance company. They have bowed down
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for more money, thus giving less customer service and quality in the meantime by doing so. An insurance agent’s
office should be personable to everyone and down-to-earth, with real people that you can trust, period.
Jim Ecton
Autoglass Plus
Jacksonville, Fla.

Shops Purchase Urethanes
Without Required Primers
Dear AGRR™,
Good start with this
article (see related
story in May/June I
2012 AGRR, page 4). I
would side with the
original email; yes,
safety is not a large
concern. As a product
manager, I can attest to how many
shops would purchase urethane without the required primers and conditioners for a bonding system. They
felt it was just an additional item they
would be charged for, but wasn’t really required and it took too much
time to apply.
This topic turned into heated discussions with these customers when they
called back with bond failure.
Until the urethane came packaged
with the primers, cleaners and conditioners as a kit, anything could be used
in the bonding process, and was.
Also, the prevalent opinion is that
body paint damage at the bonding
area is acceptable. It is known that the
pinchweld primers, used to “touch up”
the scratches, do not prevent oxidation. Rust will form and can undermine the bond to the point of failure
during an airbag deployment, thus
jeopardizing the occupants to injury
or death. This goes on unnoticed unless a leak develops and the car is
taken in for repair.
Keep up the good work.
Rick Nelson
Nelson Glass Tools
Garden Valley, Calif. ■
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Cutting Edge

new car installations

2012 Ford Fusion
by Jamie Browning
GETTING STARTED:
For vehicle and glass preparations please refer to AGRSS/ANSI
002-2002 as well as your adhesive manufacturer’s recommendations. Inspect the windshield
for defects and any contamination that
may compromise the bonding of the
adhesive. Also look for any distortion,
scratches or defects on the glass or
moulding. Make sure to test the rain
sensor before removal.
Remove the rearview mirror by using
the appropriate method for either the
top or bottom access mount mirror.
Both will be removed by using a special
removal tool, either from the top or
bottom. Do not twist or pull downward
on the mirror as this will cause the mirror to break. If the vehicle is equipped
with a compass, make sure not to turn
the key to the on position while the
mirror is removed or you may be required to reset the compass. If the vehicle has a rain sensor, remove the
cover and unplug the electrical connector. Next, lightly press the sensor
and unclip the mounting hardware and
gently remove from the windshield.
Ford states that the A-pillar trim
panels are for “one time use” and
should be replaced if removed. To remove the two wiper nuts, use an appropriate puller so you do not damage
the wiper or motor. Next, remove the
two retaining clips and the four pin-

REPORTS FROM THE FIELD:
Always wear proper eye and hand protection while working on a vehicle. Inform
the vehicle owner of the cure time and any other additional precautions before installation. Always return the vehicle to manufacturer’s specifications. Protect all
interior and exterior portions of the vehicle to prevent any damage.
style retainers from the cowl panel. Remove the two nuts from the upper cowl
grille and remove the cowl panel.

REMOVING THE
WINDSHIELD:
You can use a cold knife,
power tool or wire for the
sides and top of the windshield. For the bottom, a power tool or
wire can be used. Keep in mind that
there is no one correct method of removal. The technician should use the
tool with which he feels most comfortable and the one that achieves a safe
removal, both for the vehicle and the
technician.

PREPARING FOR THE
NEW WINDSHIELD:
Trim the existing urethane bead, leaving it 1 to 2
mm in height. Use your adhesive manufacturer’s pinchweld primer
to prime all scratches if any exist and
allow for proper drying according to
your adhesive manufacturer’s recommendations. Please note that only the
full-cut method is permitted by the
AGRSS/ANSI 002-2002 standard.

PLACEMENT OF THE
NEW WINDSHIELD:
Dry-fit the new windshield and mark it properly
to ensure the correct setting
procedure. Prepare the windshield according to your adhesive manufacturer’s recommendations, and then
apply the adhesive and install the
windshield. Ford recommends using a
tip for the urethane that is cut at a 60degree angle and is 8 mm wide and 16
mm tall. Make sure the deck height is
correct and the markings on the windshield line up with those on the body
that were applied during the dry set.
Torque the cowl panel nuts at 10 Newton meters (Nm) or 89 lb. in. and the
wiper arm nuts at 20 Nm or 177 lb. in.

FINISHING TOUCHES:
Install the cowl, wipers and
mirror in reverse order from
removal. Be sure to check
the rain sensor, if equipped,
as well as wiper operation before returning the vehicle to the owner. Check
for any leaks and be sure to inform the
vehicle owner of the safe drive-away
time according to the adhesive manufacturer. Also be sure to record all lot
numbers from the adhesive, VIN number and primers, as well as the DOT
number from the windshield.
■
Jamie Browning was the gold medalist
in the 2009 Pilkington Classic Auto
Glass Technician Olympics.

◗
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Customer Service
tips for quality service

tompkins.carl@sikacorp.com

The Waterline in Business
b y C a r l To m p k i n s

W

E’VE ALL BEEN AROUND
long enough to have heard
of “waterboarding,” a form
of physical torture where water is
poured over a person’s face, causing
the sensation of drowning. It is a terrible subject and a practice that can,
and has, caused irreparable damage
to people. There is a subject of similar consequence in the world of business that I’ve come to know as the
“waterline.” It is an exact line of
known capacity that divides those
businesses that are successful from
those that are not. Successful businesses remain afloat by expanding
their investments to earn even
greater returns, of which there is no

What Your
Investment Really Earns
When I say that there is “no limit” to
what can be attained through investing, I’m taking into account the values
provided through business expansion,
improved productivity, business diversification, sales growth and promotions.
These are to be the subjects of conversation and assessment when you consider
how you and your company invest your
efforts, and how you pick and choose associate suppliers. Each one requires
time, effort and money and, as long as
the return is greater, you live above the
waterline with nothing but clear sky
above. So, there is no limit when residing on this side of the waterline.

the achieved man-hour productivity
made the investment a very good one.
Those living below the waterline
focus on cost reduction. This is the
practice of taking each category of
business expense and reducing it in
hopes of earning a profit. There is not
one financial advisor worth their
weight in salt who would not attest to
this style of operation being “shortterm.” I’ve referred to this as “one mere
breath.” This practice may improve the
bottom line of profitability for a while,
but anything good that is experienced
disappears as fast as it appeared. While
it is important to be cost-effective, the
danger in pushing cost reduction is
that, when taken too far, costs increase:
businesses lose valuable people and
reliable suppliers, and no longer are
able to provide reliable services and
products, resulting in higher rework.

“Successful businesses remain
afloat by expanding their investments
to earn even greater returns,
of which there is no limit.”
Staying Power

Above the Waterline
limit. Operating below the waterline
is a sinking business whose aim is to
save itself into prosperity through
cost reduction that is limited to one
mere breath!
One of our world’s most renowned
and respected investors is American
business magnate Warren Buffet, who
recently said during a CNN news interview that “the problem is that everyone
is an expert on price, but no one knows
the value of anything.” Mr. Buffet’s
comment coincides well with my explanation of the waterline. He went on
to say that it is far more important to
make sure that you are getting more
than what you are paying for, which
makes the concept of “investing” vital
toward profitable business growth.

8
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My favorite example of this was
when the Honda Corp. was receiving
bids from auto glass manufacturers for
a variety of vehicle platforms. The
company responded to one of the bids
provided by one of the leading glass
manufacturers in the United States,
stating its concern that the bid was too
low and feared the supplier’s capability of remaining profitable through the
term of the contract. The glass manufacturer was provided the opportunity
to rebid with the consideration that
they were going to be asked to help
Honda improve its man-hour productivity by 5 percent each year that the
contract was in effect. The end of the
story indicated that the cost per glass
part was higher but that their return on

>I

So, there is a line, the waterline, and
where you operate is based on your
choice. In summary, know that living
above the waterline requires more work
and commitment, which is a given in
order to achieve great things. The temperament and environment of this style
of business operation is positive and
pleasant. There is real staying power for
a business operating above the waterline since the opportunities for advancement are endless. Where
opportunity exists so, too, does hope!
Living below the waterline is much easier. There is only one consideration—
cutting costs—and this requires little
education or management. Success is
solely dependent upon how soon
someone else is willing to reduce their

www.agrrmag.com
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FIRE APPARATUS GASKETS & MOLDINGS

costs faster and deeper. An interesting
fact is that business indexing indicates
that those same companies also reduce
their resale prices, leading to the demise of those coming in second place.
Get smart, stay healthy and be successful for the long-term: operate
above the waterline!
■
Carl Tompkins is the global marketing
resources manager for SIKA Corp. in
Madison Heights, Mich., and the author of
“Winning at Business”. He is based in
Spokane, Wash.
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The next generation
coolant

®

SwarfBuster coolant technology
boosts performance power by
providing superior glass particle
removal from your entire fabrication
system. Our patented coolant additive
process utilizes an environmentally
friendly formula to help you achieve
exceptional results.

SwarfBuster T
Technology
echnolo Can Help:
echnology
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Best practice
coolant iin
n
automotive glass
fabrication.

Visit www
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Independent’s Day

an iga viewpoint

southernglass@att.net

The Phantom Warranty/Guarantee
by Alan Epley

E

VERY INDEPENDENT AUTO
glass retailer has had to contend
with network scripts on the
issue of warranties or guarantees
when assisting their customer with filing a claim to third-party administrators (TPA). This most often occurs
when the independent is not a member of the network. However, many
network members report to me that
this issue also is presented to their
customers, especially when the TPA is
associated with financially competing
retail operations.
Recent successful legislation in
both South Carolina and Massachusetts (see page 14 for related stories)
address misrepresentation, coercive
and otherwise misleading information by all parties in the claims
process. Now we come to the subject
of this column: the warranty and/or
guarantee verbiage used in scripts by
TPAs representing their insurer
clients.
In the new law in South Carolina,
neither the insurers nor their TPAs can
use the warranty or lack of warranty in
the script, but instead must refer any
consumer question on warranty to the
actual service provider for clarification. Another section does allow insurers and TPAs to advise consumers
that they will not guarantee the work
of the chosen shop if, and only if, they
are not network members and do not
agree to dictated pricing.
I had the opportunity to be a part of
the intense meetings with TPAs, insurer representatives, auto glass retailers and insurer lobbyists leading
up to the final version of this law. Lawmakers and their aides made clear to
opposing parties that there was plenty

10

“In the new law in South Carolina,
n e i t h e r t h e i n s u r e r s n o r t h e i r T PA s
can use the warranty or lack of
warranty in the script, but instead
must refer any consumer question
on warranty to the actual service
provider for clarification.”
of evidence on steering, and warranties/guarantees were clearly noted
in network contracts to contain language removing the TPA from any liability on member shops’ work.

Breaking Down the Terms

most likely for liability reasons.
In an attempt to get examples of
written warranties or guarantees from
insurers, I contacted a legal representative from the largest network. He politely referred me back to insurers. I, for
one, would like to see insurers’ warranty or guarantee in writing because I
never have before. Have you? Whether
a network participant or not, wouldn’t
you like to know what it covers? For
what time period? For precisely what
conditions? Is there really such a thing,
or is it smoke and mirrors or blatant
misrepresentation?
To solve this mystery, all insurers or
TPAs have to do is show us, and their
policyholders, this written statement.
Until these documents are provided,
there isn’t such a thing and the consumer is the ultimate victim. Have you
ever seen TV ads by insurers saying the
repair work is guaranteed for as long as
you own the vehicle? It does not say
that X insurer is guaranteeing anything.
Don’t you think consumers and auto
glass shops should know the truth? Like
folks from Missouri … SHOW ME! ■

So, let’s discuss the warranty and
guarantee that new laws in South Carolina address and these terms that are
commonly used by insurers or their
TPA in the first notice of loss (FNOL). A
dictionary defines warranty as: “A
guarantee given to the purchaser by a
company stating that a product is reliable and free from known defects and
that the seller will, without charge, repair or replace defective parts within a
given time limit and under certain
conditions.” So, a warranty is a guarantee. A dictionary defines a guarantee as: “A promise or an assurance,
especially one given in writing, that attests to the quality or durability of a
product or service.”
Therefore, a warranty is a guarantee
and a guarantee is usually something in
writing. In our industry, the consumer
has the legal right to make the buying
(choosing) decision on goods and servAlan Epley is president of the Indeices in an auto glass claim. Under most
pendent Glass Association. He also
policies, the insurer has that right but serves as president of Southern Glass and
always refuses to invoke that right, Plastic in Columbia, S.C.
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No, we don’t stock the glass for this car.

But that’s about the only auto glass we don’t stock!

We’ve been building our inventory since 1926. Four generations of
the Mygrant family have maintained the tradition of carrying the
most extensive inventory of auto glass in the nation. And we don’t
install. So we don’t compete against your business. We are here to
serve you quicker, better, and with more enthusiasm than any of
our competitors. Call us. Let us show you how nice real personal
service can be!

58 locations in 23 states across the nation
International Sales • Export and Bulk orders
Independent Distributor of Automotive Replacement Glass.
www.mygrantglass.com
Silver Sponsor of Auto Glass Week™ 2012
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AGR Reports

breaking news

REGULATION NEWS

NHTSA Publishes Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking for Automotive Glazing

T

HE NATIONAL HIGHWAY
Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) has published a notice
of proposed rulemaking pertaining to
automotive glazing materials in the
Federal Register. The notice stemmed
from NHTSA’s effort to “harmonize vehicle safety standards under the Economic Commission for Europe 1998
Agreement.”
A vote was taken at that time to establish a global technical regulation
(GTR) for automotive glazing, which

has prompted this notice.
“We believe that most of the changes
in this proposal would constitute
minor amendments that would harmonize differing measurements and
performance requirements for similar
test procedures,” reads the notice.
Some of the significant changes include an updated fragmentation test
for tempering of curved glass and a
new procedure for testing an optical
property of the windshield at the angle
of installation, to better reflect real

A C Q U I S I T I O NS AND MERGERS
Tem-Pace Acquires Atwood Spec-Temp
Niles, Mich.-based Tem-Pace LLC has completed its acquisition of Atwood SpecTemp Glass in Antwerp, Ohio, from Atwood Mobile Products LLC. Production will
remain active in both locations, according to a company announcement.
“[This] acquisition makes years of anticipation a reality as two long-time veterans of the fabricated glass tempering industry join forces,” write officials from
Tem-Pace in their announcement of the sale. “The two companies look forward to
collaborating to enhance quality, delivery, and to better meet the high expectations of their customers.”
Terms of the acquisition have not been disclosed.
Tem-Pace manufactures custom tempered glass, serving the RV, truck cap, door
and window, furniture, retail display and lighting markets, while Spec-Temp specializes in cutting, drilling, seaming, silkscreening and tempering glass for highprecision configurations of flat, bent and insulating glass applications for the
transportation, food service, residential, commercial and marine markets.
The acquisition is expected to add a variety of capabilities to Tem-Pace’s offerings. “They had some size capabilities that we do not have and they gave us
some opportunities to reach out into some things we don’t have, and it helps us
to fulfill more of our present customers’ needs,” says Kent Mawer, sales and marketing manager for Tem-Pace.
Mawer says there will be very few employee changes.
“Spec-Temp will be an LLC, basically a subdivision of Tem-Pace. Will that
change? We don’t know that. It could be merged into one name but we don’t know
that,” Mawer says. “We’re keeping the different identity factors, but all to the benefit of the customers. Whenever we do anything they are our primary concern.”
The transition is expected to take place over the never several months.
Officials from Atwood Mobile Products were not available for comment.
❙❙➤ www.tempace.com
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world driving conditions. Some testing
was proposed for deletion as well.
“We propose deleting the dart impact
test and the shot bag test from FMVSS
No. 205. It appears the tests have become obsolete,” reads the notice.
The notice does specify that glass
produced for aftermarket glazing will
need to follow the same rules as the
original equipment glass.
“Glazing intended for aftermarket
replacement is required to meet the requirements of this standard of the requirements of 49 CFR 571.205(a)
applicable to the glazing being replaced,” the notice specifies.

LEGAL NEWS
Glass America, Guardian
Battle over Non-Compete
A lawsuit has been filed in the Eastern Division District Court of Virginia by
a former Guardian Auto Glass employee
who signed a non-competition agreement with the company before accepting employment with Glass America.
Robert Staples signed an “Invention,
Disclosure, Confidentiality and NonCompetition
Agreement”
with
Guardian Auto Glass in November 2010.
According to Staples’ petition for declaratory judgment, he “left Guardian
Glass because he became increasingly
uncomfortable with certain practices of
the respondent which he believed to be
unethical and possibly unlawful.”
Staples later accepted employment
at a Glass America location in Fairfax,
Va., which is within a 100-mile radius
of the Guardian location where he was
employed. Staples and Glass America
received a letter from Guardian’s attorney requesting “enforcement of the
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provisions of the non-competition
agreement.”
Staples says that the agreement prohibited him from employment in any
capacity with a competitor, even in a
position such as a cleaner or janitor. He
claims that there is no effort to determine whether the prohibited activity is
the same type of work as that done for
the former employer.
Glass America filed a similar petition
in Virginia, backing Staples’ claims.

OPENINGS AND CLOSINGS
Guardian Auto Glass to Open Facility in Milwaukee
Plans are underway for the expansion of Guardian Auto Glass into Milwaukee,
with a new facility. Dale Barbeau, a master technician with 18 years in the industry, and Doug Stittleburg, a former insurance agent and member of the auto glass
industry for 14 years, will be owners and managing partners at the new location.
“We are excited to begin operations in Wisconsin with a great team headed
by Dale and Doug,” says Jerry Ray, vice president and managing partner of
Guardian Auto Glass.
❙❙➤ www.guardian.com

ABRA Auto Body and Glass Opens New Locations
Lafayette Glass Hit
By Embezzlement
Christina Denny, 44, a former employee of Lafayette, Ind.-based
Lafayette Glass Co., turned herself in to
Tippecanoe County Jail in June on an
arrest warrant charging her with ten
felony counts related to embezzlement, according to police records.
Denny is alleged to have stolen more
than $100,000 from the glass shop.
Lafayette Glass Co. president Dennis Clark says it is hard to believe
Denny, who had worked for his company for 19 years, allegedly stole from
the family-owned business for an estimated 11 years. “We treated her like a
daughter [but] we began having some
suspicions in 2009,” Clark says. “That’s
when we confronted her and she admitted to what she was doing.”
According to Clark, Denny was
caught taking cash from the company
safe. At the time she was a “trusted employee” who had the right to sign company checks.
Denny was charged based on incidents occurring between 2007 and
2009, but Clark says the issue began in
2001—placing the total at around
$100,000 or more.

www.agrrmag.com

A new ABRA Auto Body and Glass location has opened in Kokomo, Ind., the first
location in that state. The repair center is the company’s 124 center nationwide,
covering 13 states. The company also opened a new shop location at Asheville Ford
in West Central North Carolina, approximately 50 miles from the Tennessee border.
“We are absolutely thrilled with the progression of our national growth plan,”
says Duane Rouse, president and CEO of ABRA Auto Body and Glass.
❙❙➤ www.abraauto.com
th

Clark says he would encourage
other companies to be highly cautious
of whom they allow to sign checks.
“We’re a small family-owned corporation and we didn’t expect this to
happen to us,” he says. “Even though
you trust people, there are always situations that go on like this and they
happen often. You need to keep close
tabs on who you have in control of
what.”

Coccaro v. Progressive
2013 Trial Date is Set
Greg Coccaro and his body shop,
North State Custom, will be in court
January 28, 2013, after eight years of
uncertainty in his case against Progressive Insurance (see September/October 2008 AGRR, page 32). The suit,
filed by Coccaro, claims that Progressive steered customers away from the
shop, and though the specific steer-

>I

ing charge was removed from the
case, several causes of action remain
that involve steering allegations: tortious interference; engaging in deceptive business practices; and
spreading injurious falsehoods about
his business.
“When this started I swore I would see
this to the end no matter what it took,”
Coccaro says.
The Westchester Civil Supreme
Court of New York previously dismissed a case filed by Progressive Insurance against Coccaro and his
company alleging insurance fraud. In
the case, Progressive claimed that the
shop had committed insurance fraud
via its charges for a vehicle of one of its
insureds—alleging that the shop inflated the charges to make the car a
total loss, and that both the shop and
the insured received payment for the
■
vehicle’s repairs, Coccaro says.
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LEGISLATION NEWS

South Carolina Governor Signs
Auto Glass Bill into Law

S

OUTH CAROLINA GOV. NIKKI
Haley has signed a highly debated auto glass bill into law. Included in the new law are requirements
that third-party administrator (TPAs)
ask insureds whether they have an auto
glass provider of choice and that they
honor that choice. The law also limits
what TPAs can say about the provider
of choice’s warranty.
The new law states: “The insurer or
third-party administrator ... must not
make statements regarding the warranty
offered by the provider of choice. If an
insured asks the insurer or third-party
administrator questions regarding a
provider’s warranty, the insurer or thirdparty administrator must refer the insured to the provider for clarification.”

unfair trade practices now occurring with
some TPAs/competitors. It is also felt that
price dictation/fixing of consumers proceeds from entities not in the contract of
repair in a glass claim is to the detriment
of consumer safety and competition. Our
experience in the last rounds of compromise talks was that many carriers would
not even agree to let their policy of insurance (entered into H4042 by legislative
aids) determine consumer proceeds—
much less the open market. We look forward to educating lawmakers on these
issues, as well as hush-hush issues such
as the guaranteed average invoice agreements between carriers and TPAs adversely affecting consumers with claims
and competition.”
“This bill has gotten so watered down

“ We l o o k f o r w a r d t o e d u c a t i n g
lawmakers on ... hush-hush issues such
as the guaranteed average invoice
a g r e e m e n t s b e t w e e n c a r r i e r s a n d T PA s
adversely affecting consumers with
claims and competition.”
- A l a n E p l e y, S o u t h e r n G l a s s & P l a s t i c s
The new law also prohibits a vehicle
glass repair or replacement facility
from threatening, coercing, intimidating or engaging in unfair or deceptive
practices in an attempt to convince the
insured to file a claim for vehicle glass
repair or replacement.
“The large contingent of South Carolina independent auto glass shops are
pleased with a step in the right direction
in the passage of [bill] H4042,” says Alan
Epley, president of Southern Glass & Plastics in Columbia, S.C. “This group is very
excited to build on H4042 in the next session to promote changing the current

14

that it is not even about what it was originally supposed to be about, which is
steering,” adds Mary Anne Jones, owner
of Absolute Glass Inc. in Lexington, S.C.
“I definitely think Safelite still has the
upper hand in winning. We had a lot of
senators on our side, but there were several who were clear supporters of or recipients of financial contributions from
Safelite from the get-go. I don’t think it is
fair that it had to be watered down. We
will just have to try again and keep fighting this battle with Safelite because they
continue the same things.”
Brian DiMasi, senior corporate coun-
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sel for Safelite, disagrees with Jones’ assessment. “Safelite always honors the
customer’s right to choose a glass shop,
and HB 4042, in its final form, preserves
and strengthens that right,” DiMasi says.

Massachusetts Has
New Auto Glass Law
Massachusetts Gov. Deval Patrick
has signed a bill into law that includes
a number of provisions that will affect
auto glass shops in the state. The new
law will require glass shops to “maintain records for each motor vehicle
upon which motor vehicle glass repair
services have been performed, showing the usage of all glass parts, major
accessory parts, including mouldings
and major hardware component parts,
and the adhesive system used in the
motor vehicle glass repair.”
The law also will require that anyone who registers as a new or renewal
auto glass shop must have a physical
location, which includes indoor facilities to perform repairs.
Finally, the law also includes an antisteering provision, which will prohibit
insurers and third-party administrators
from requiring consumers to use a certain shop or from using unfair or deceptive acts to convince consumers to
use a certain shop, with potential fines
ranging from $1,000 to $5,000.
Barry Gaughran, president of the
Massachusetts Glass Dealers Association, applauds the anti-steering provisions in the law.
“[The law] will help the consumer,
when choosing to use their local glass
shop, not to feel intimidated, threatened
or coerced for using, or for having used,
their local glass shop, by any insurance
company, agent or TPA,” he says.
■
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COMPANY NEWS

Alpine Glass Inc. Receives Fourth SixFigure Award Against Insurer Short-Pays

M

INNEAPOLIS-BASED ALPINE
Glass Inc. has been awarded
$133,862.04 from Liberty
Mutual Insurance in payment for more
than 350 short-paid invoices ranging
from July 28, 2005, through July 6, 2011,
according to the arbitration award
signed by arbitrator Robert K. Randall.
The matter was heard before the Arbitration Tribunals of the American Arbitration Association.
The case arose from Alpine’s allega-

tions that Liberty failed to reimburse
them for expenditures accrued over the
course of nearly six years of glass repair
and replacement claims for vehicles insured by Liberty. Liberty, however,
claimed that Alpine’s charges exceeded
the amount necessary to cover such
cost of repair and replacement and that
their payments are “consistent with
competitive prices in the area.”
As a result of the disagreement, Randall was left to decide on the validity of

Louisville Television Station Airs Hidden
Camera Investigation on DNS Auto Glass
A Louisville, Ky., television station, WAVE 3, recently aired a hidden camera investigation about insurance fraud. The station allegedly caught a sales representative employed with DNS Auto Glass attempting to file a claim with an insurance company for
a windshield replacement when the windshield only suffered a small, repairable crack.
During the investigation, an undercover vehicle with a windshield chip about the
size of a pencil head was used. On the video, the technician tells the undercover
reporter that he can get a free windshield because Kentucky residents are not
charged a deductible when comprehensive coverage is possessed.
Shortly after the report aired, AGRR™ magazine spoke with Jeff Searles, owner
of DNS Auto Glass, about the report.
“There was never a claim filed and it was not put through insurance. There was
never a job set up or an appointment made,” says Searles. “We are still in the
process of investigating this. The salesperson who was represented on the video
cannot be found to exist in any of our referral sources. It’s not a name on any of
our rosters. The former employee who they spoke to was very disappointing because I am not sure where he got his information from. I was very perplexed that
he didn’t feellike the policies applied to him.
“It is impossible for anybody to control or have all of their employees do everything right 100 percent of the time,” says Searles. “We can just direct them and support the authorities and that’s all that we can do.”
Searles says that if an investigation showed any fraud the company would
immediately terminate the offending employee and cooperate with the proper
authorities.
“We are inspected regularly. We have yet to have one formal complaint to us
from any insurance company as it relates to fraud,” Searles says. “We don’t want to
do it wrong. If someone is committing fraud then we want to know about it.”
The Kentucky Department of Insurance currently is reviewing the report.
DNS Auto Glass has nine locations throughout Florida, Kentucky, South Carolina,
New York and Connecticut.
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Alpine’s assignment from Liberty, the
full scope of work necessary for repair,
the amount to which Alpine was entitled, and whether or not Liberty had
committed a breach of contract. Randall agreed to the legitimacy of Alpine’s
assignment, as well as the fact that
Alpine submitted 354 valid invoices.
Alpine did not receive the full
amount of compensation originally requested, however. Randall reduced the
original $154,248.01 request for compensation down to the awarded figure.
The arbitrator’s award was less a mobile fee of $920 considered a part of
regular business non-specific to the
Liberty matter, a mouldings fee in the
amount of $7,075.97 which was considered already covered under the repayment of the windshield, and a
reduction of $35 per claim ($12,390) to
make the request more reasonable.
“Even though we have had enormous success seeking fair compensation through arbitration, we would
always prefer to work something out
with the insurers,” Mike Reid, president of Alpine Glass, told AGRR™
magazine. “Often, we are able to. In
this case, we tried to settle before the
hearing and offered to settle for much
less than what we were awarded by the
arbitrator but Liberty was unwilling to
be reasonable.”
Alpine’s attorney, Chuck Lloyd of
Livgard & Lloyd, added, “Alpine intends to continue to pursue just compensation and if that means litigation
against insurers, all indications are that
Alpine is fully prepared to go down that
path and do so very successfully.”
Officials from Liberty Mutual had
not yet responded to requests for comment at press time.
■
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The Lion Allows for
Variable Speed Cutting

line breaks, it will not retract, spin or
coil the way steel and braided wires do.
❙❙➤ www.gtglass.com

New Extractor
Makes a Buzz

Nelson Glass Tools has released an
upgrade to its Glass Bot™ Lion, a vacuum pad mounted motor system that
winds windshield wire under high tension to cut through urethane. The tool
features a variable speed pistol grip remote control with lithium ion batteries.
The remote control was designed to
provide precise control over the cutting
speed, from a gentle tug in the corners,
to “full speed ahead” up A-pillars and
across roof lines where the urethane is
easier to cut. The remote can be retrofitted to existing Glass Bots.
In addition, the lithium ion battery
at the base of the remote control offers
40-percent longer run time, 20-percent
more speed and 20-percent more
torque over the original NiCad battery
mount system. It also offers up to 50percent more recharges over the life of
the battery.
❙❙➤ www.glassbot.net

Crystal Glass says it supplies the
“original wide blade cut out tool.” From
the original Extractor EXT-PRO2 pneumatic, to the lightweight electric EXTPROE, or the versatility of the 28-volt
cordless EXT-PROV28, the company offers Extractor tools for quick, efficient
and safe auto glass removal. The latest
offering, the EXT-LI28 “Hornet,” is powered by a 28-volt lithium ion battery, and
features a top speed in excess of 3,000
strokes per minute. The Hornet was designed to improve productivity, efficiency and the bottom line.
❙❙➤ www.crystalglass.ca

Reid Provides
New Paint Protection

Reusable ZipLine
Eliminates Auto Scratches
The ZipLine from Glass Technology
Inc. was designed to improve the cutting results of any auto glass wire cutting system. The material was designed
to eliminate auto body scratching that
occurs when using standard steel or
braided wire. In conjunction with its
anti-scratch qualities, ZipLine features
an abrasion-resistant technology that
offers auto glass technicians a reusable
auto glass removal line.
According to the manufacturer, the
system also features a "no load under
stress" reaction to line breakage; if the

The Reid Manufacturing paint protector strip is made from a durable
strip of low friction polyethylene. Its
12-inch length is easily placed in the
pinchweld, without the need for
braces, suction cups or fasteners. Techs
simply place the strip between the
cutout blade and the pinchweld and
slide it along as they cut. The paint protector conforms to the curves at the
base and top of the windshield where
damage is most prone to occur.
❙❙➤ www.thewhiteriver.com
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HANDLING AND
TRANSPORTATION
Collapsible Cart
Saves Space and Money

The Rack Ranch has been building
racks and carts for the glass industry
since 1999, and since then its most popular and biggest seller has remained its
picker cart. Company representatives
say this cart is unique because it breaks
down, thereby greatly reducing freight
costs. The collapsible cart can be
stacked seven high on a pallet. Each
caster is attached with one bolt, and the
cart is assembled with four bolts.
❙❙➤ www.rackranch.com

Get a Grip with
These Vacuum Cups
The LJ6VH handheld vacuum cup from Wood’s Powr
Grip was designed to provide more comfortable
hand placement when
compared to ordinary
handles. The large-volume pump of this hand cup permits
quick attachment on both curved and
flat glass surfaces. A rigid, vertical handle provides support for easy glass positioning, while a non-slip grip holds the
glass securely at any angle. To limit unexpected pop-off, a red-line indicator on
the pump visually warns the user in case
of vacuum loss, and a special check
valve allows repumping without the
need to reattach the cup. Lift tabs on the
vacuum pad provide instant release, and
each cup is supplied with a protective
pad cover.
❙❙➤ www.powrgrip.com
■
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Serving Your Universal Molding Needs
Around the World.
FlexiTrim™ benefits include:
& Cold weather flexibility
& Patented, non-metallic stabilizer maintains length and flexibility
& Anti-itch material will not mark or squeak
& Restores or enhances the appearance of your customer’s vehicle
& Easy to apply to glass
& Will not crack, fade, discolor, or shrink
& Reduce inventory-multiple sizes
& OE-quality materials to retain original appearance
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underside tape
molding.

1414 Commerce Park Dr. • Tipp City, OH 45371
Tel: 800.273.1535 • Fax: 937.667.3647
www.creativeextruded.com

Bronze Sponsor of Auto Glass Week™ 2012
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Into the Minds
Innovation Award Winners Discuss
New Approaches to Old Jobs
by Megan Headley

N

obel Prize winner Albert
von Szent-Gyorgy once
said, “Discovery consists of
seeing what everybody has
seen and thinking what nobody has
thought.” Sit back for a moment and
think about how many windshields
you’ve seen in your lifetime, how many
windshield cutting knives you’ve
wielded or how many suction cups

you’ve set over a chipped piece of glass.
When was the last time you considered
those tools with fresh eyes or set out to
create a new solution to an old problem?
Innovation can be complex—such
as creating a tool to do a job that no one
thought could be done—or it can be
simple—such as finding a new way to
find customers and keep them coming
back. To start your creative thinking, we

set out to talk to recent winners of the
AGRR Innovation Award about the
products for which they were recognized. The award is presented annually
by the Pilkington Clear Advantage Auto
Glass Technician Olympics (AGTO) and
Windshield Repair Olympic (WRO)
judges at the final awards ceremony for
the competitions (see page 34 for more
on this year’s competitions).

A Quick, Safe Set

L

TechnaGlass in 2009. He also was recognized as champion in the company’s
2011 competition.
Perhaps just as rewarding, Maciel
was recognized by the AGTO judges
with an innovation award for the windshield-setting system he used during
the competition. “My thought in creating it was just that there had to be an

easier way to install a piece of glass,
that’s safer and can achieve a good set,”
Maciel says.
As he explains, his design was based
on a tool already out on the market
that didn’t truly meet his windshieldsetting needs. “The primary adaptation to the system was the ability to
pivot the tool out of the way, allowing
for a more convenient and safer
method of setting the windshield,” Maciel says. “I also added the ability to
Rick Maciel
make the tool adjustable on the fly, to
allow for better positioning of the glass.
He adds his adapted tool works with
nearly any type of vehicle.
Since then, Maciel has shared the
adapted tool with colleagues and
coworkers, but doesn’t expect his
tweaks to hit the larger market anytime
soon—not until it’s been pushed into
more innovative territory, perhaps.
As Maciel points out, every tech
tends to have a basic set of tools that
he sticks with and favors, and
changes are slow to come to these
simple tools. That doesn’t mean
Rick Maciel of Techna Glass adapted the design of an existing there’s not room for improvement—
windshield setting tool to allow for what he says is better positioning see how you can “repair” your tools
before your next replacement!
and greater adjustability.
ast year, Rick Maciel of Techna
Glass in Taylorsville,
Utah, took first place
in the AGTO. Maciel
has four years’ experience in the industry
and was named installer of the year for
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of Innovators
Innovative Ways to Raise Awareness

L

ee Simms, who
owns a SuperGlass
Windshield
Repair
franchise in Bedford,
Texas, was recognized
during the 2010 WRO
with an innovation
award for utilizing custom floors mats in the
vehicle, as well as for
providing the customer with breast
cancer awareness
materials
in
honor of October’s
Breast
Cancer
Awareness month.

Since the event, it’s the awareness materials that have really taken off. “In October we wear pink hats and we give out
the pink ribbons to our customers,”
Simms says. Given the positive reception
the company received for supporting
breast cancer awareness, the franchise,
company-wide, has begun raising awareness for other worthy causes.
“Our company as a whole is trying to
get different colored hats for every
month,” Simms says. “The latest one
was the ‘No Kid Hungry’ hat … we’re
Lee Simms
trying to do something every month.”
Talk about a clever way to raise letting its customers know that by takawareness—of this windshield repair ing their business to SuperGlass, it is
company. This innovative company is helping support a great cause.

Keeping It Clean

B

Brendan Picard
www.agrrmag.com

rendan Picard took third place in
the 2009 AGTO, with a score of 239
and a time of 1:50. Picard, with Novus
Auto Glass in Regina, Saskatchewan,
came to the competition after winning
the Glass Dealers Association of
Saskatchewan qualifying competition
two years in a row. But Picard was recognized for more than a speedy replacement; during the AGTO he was also
recognized with an innovation award for
using a particularly unique dash cover
while working on the vehicle.
“It covers the whole dash, and is fully
adjustable to fit multiple types of cars,”
Picard explains of the tool he created.
“It can curve, has weights in it so it

>I

doesn’t move and it is made out of a real
thick material so it can’t be penetrated.”
Picard adds, “It’s definitely something we have used since. We use it
more on high-end cars so the dashes
don’t get scratched.”
Showing customers that he goes
above and beyond to protect their cars
helps bring back plenty of return customers, as well as interest from colleagues. “We’ve been looking into
getting it into production, but it’s slow
going,” Picard says.
In the meantime it’s a painstaking
touch that keeps customers happy.
continued on page 22
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Into the Minds
of Innovators
continued from page 21

The Universal Innovation

W

hile the preceding innovations
stand out for being one-of-akind, some tools are innovative because
they allow for equal footing. One of the
major innovations in the windshield replacement industry was the introduction of the universal moulding. This
product first appeared on the market
back in the late 1980s when Peter Gold
first introduced what is now referred to
as “push-in” or “insert mouldings” and
Gold Glass Group of Bohemia, N.Y., was
formed. AGRR™ magazine talked with
Joseph Gold, today’s president of Gold
Glass Group, about the impact of his father’s innovation on the industry.
AGRR: What was the impetus for developing the universal moulding?
JG: We had an auto glass shop for
four generations and my father was
running our retail auto glass company
and was frustrated by the fact that often
the mouldings were more expensive
than the glass. I think at the time he was
looking at a new Audi. So he decided to
make a generic moulding that could
work on multiple applications. I believe
when he first started selling our universal moulding in 1988 they were the first
universal mouldings in North America.
For a number of years we were the only
universal mouldings on the market.
AGRR: What was the original reaction from the industry?
JG: It’s funny, in the beginning the
wholesalers wouldn’t touch it. So my father put out ads in magazines and the
demand at the retail level was phenomenal. It took off very quickly … He
started out with literally two or three
part numbers and the demand was phenomenal. He had the product made
here in the United States by a local distribution company and it was fantastic.
Today of course our business model
is to sell to distributors but back then
the distributors really didn’t want to
touch the product because it had no
sales history …
AGRR: How do you protect an innovation like that from being copied?
JG: Suddenly in the early ’90s there
was a lot of competition because every-
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Sometimes a simple idea can completely change an industry. For Peter
Gold, the idea was simply that there had to be a more cost-effective
alternative to stocking multiple moulding styles.
body saw the potential market for this
kind of a product. Bottom line is, I don’t
know of many patents on universal
mouldings that have really stood the test
of time. Really the way to stay ahead of
the game, for all of the universal moulding [manufacturers], is to innovate and
create new products that attack new
parts of the market. Some people are
looking at the different demands in
harsher environments—very cold or
very hot climates, as opposed to more
moderate climates—and then of course
people are trying to attack different
price points. For some people quality is
everything and they’re willing to pay for
a more expensive universal moulding.
For other people it really is just a matter
of price and they’re just looking for the
least expensive product available.
AGRR: So what’s the next step for
GGG?
JG: We’re constantly innovating our
product. We actually have four different
universal mouldings, to really be able
to supply all of the different segments
of the market. For example, one of the
more popular markets these days is a
market that didn’t exist ten years ago,
which is the self-adhesive underside
moulding. Basically, they came about
as a result of the use of pre-applied adhesive system (PAAS) on windshields.
Before that, they were all traditional
mouldings visible from the outside;
when the PAAS windshields started
coming out it was a system by which
they essentially extruded a profile onto
the underside of the windshield. Well,
that became a very expensive system

AGRR September/October 2012

and you couldn’t really do it in the aftermarket where people were looking
for a less expensive alternative, and
that’s where the underside self-adhesive universal mouldings have become
very popular. Ten years ago the market
for those parts was zero.
AGRR: How did the introduction of
universal mouldings impact the auto
glass replacement industry?
JG: The way universal mouldings
changed the marketplace is that very
often a technician would go into the
field and, if he needed a moulding that
he didn’t have, then he couldn’t do the
job. Now even a small shop that normally wouldn’t stock a thousand different mouldings could stock maybe two
or three styles of universal moulding. It
was a minimal investment, [took up] a
minimal amount of space in their retail
establishment and it allowed them to
complete a lot of jobs that they wouldn’t have been able to do because they
didn’t have a moulding readily available. It created a lot of freedom and
choice for the end-user …
AGRR: Aside from this product, what
do you feel has been a major innovation
for the auto glass industries?
JG: One of the big changes today that
a lot of people talk about is the wire removal tools. There are a lot of people
who really believe that this is the wave
of the future to address the issues
around the exposed edge glass and very
narrow pinchwelds.
■
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Megan Headley is the acting editor for
AGRR magazine.
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Check Out What’s New
at Mainstreet Computers
Stop by Booth #207 and say “Hi” during Auto Glass Week.

Go Mobile with Glas-Avenue 9.0
(Coming Soon)

The latest installment of Mainstreet’s award winning
software package comes ready for your Android
enabled device! Glas-Avenue 9.0 now offers a full
featured Android App. PLUS, mobile credit card
swipe also available!

Exciting New Glas-Avenue 9.0 Features:
Attach Photos & Documents to Customer Invoices
Multiple Vendor Inquiries
POS Sales Tax by Zip Code
Enhanced Customer Contact Features

30 Years of Innovation and Counting
A lot has changed since Mainstreet first launched in 1982, but one thing has not ...
our commitment to the glass industry and to our valued customers.
Each Mainstreet team member remains dedicated to our mission, “To provide
service and support that is unparalleled in the technology industry.”

Mainstreet on Facebook
for all the latest news.
www.mainstreetcomp.com
sales@mainstreetcomp.com
734.699.0025 | 800.698.6246
Cobalt Sponsor of Auto Glass Week™ 2012
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What to Look for in an Adhesive
by AGRR Staff

A

dhesives are literally what hold a windshield installation together. While these have come a long way over the
years, it’s crucial that shops and technicians know what to look for in a quality adhesive.
“Customers should look for several things when purchasing urethanes, which include: quality, consistency in the
product, safe drive away times (SDAT), credibility of the supplier and manufacturer, and price,” says Eddie Friend,
product line manager of auto glass replacement for Pilkington North America in Toledo, Ohio.
With potential risks of acquiring faulty adhesives out there, how exactly does one spot the indicators of a subpar urethane? Experts from the auto glass industry weighed in on what should be considered, which includes an adhesive’s
origin, a manufacturer’s reputation and accompanying documentation and products—as well as what questions to ask
to avoid buying unreliable products.

Location, Location, Location
When it comes to buying the tools needed to run a business, experts say ensuring peace of mind and instilling confidence in products begins with knowing from where the
items derive and where they are authorized to be used.
Madison Heights, Mich.-based Sika Corp. global resources
manager Carl Tompkins says he has seen brands of import
product that indicate on the label, “Not for use in the U.S.”
The sub-par brands have shown up in more cities in the
last year, Tompkins says. “We’re seeing the cartridges in
stores, typically in smaller businesses with single owners
who are buying directly from the importers. We are hearing
about the problem weekly now; before, it’d come up once in
a while,” he says.
There are hundreds of overseas manufacturers online,
Tompkins adds. “How would a glass shop deal with their
product problems when their manufacturer is 4,000 miles
away?” he asks. “And the importers have no technical
background to support their product. So the glass shops
are in trouble.”
David Osland, vice president of marketing and product

24
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“A l l w e c a n d o i s k e e p t r y i n g .
We a l l w a n t t o s e e a c h a n g e ,
but I think the reality is
you’re not going to see a ban
on the product coming in.”
—Joe Renzi, Dinol
development at Shat R Proof (SRP) in Savage, Minn., also
says that subpar adhesives pouring in from other counties
have recently become an issue.
“I have seen a few [subpar adhesives from foreign countries] in southern California; they pop up and then disappear,” Osland says. “They are more of a sealer,
semi-structural, construction-graded adhesive. If you go to
the Automotive Aftermarket Products Expo in Las Vegas, you
will see those products in the international section in the
basement from Malaysia, China, India and other countries.
They tout one-hour SDATs, and they do not have material
safety data sheets (MSDS). They also crop up from Mexico.”
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This vehicle was involved in a head-on collision in Colorado in 2008, a week after its windshield was replaced.
If even a top-notch adhesive had been installed incorrectly, this driver might have lost the critical safety device
that is the windshield.

Reputation Matters
According to experts, the reputation of an adhesive manufacturer also can provide reassurance that the product is
of sufficient quality. In addition to questioning which company is producing the item, buyers should ask follow-up
questions such as: is the manufacturer known for highquality items of this specific product, and how long has the
company been in the industry?
Retailers also should be asking who manufactures the
adhesive, according to Joe Renzi, business manager, Americas, for Germany-based Dinol. By considering the manufacturer’s reputation and its success in the auto glass
bonding industry specifically, it gives the purchaser an idea
of the quality of its products overall.
“You can have a manufacturer make polyurethane but it
doesn’t mean [it has] a reputation for bonding windshields
in vehicles,” Renzi says.
Dale Malcolm, technical manager at Dow Automotive
Systems, Aftermarket, headquartered in Auburn Hills,
Mich., says Dow Automotive has direct contact with a wide
pool of OEMs, which also helps ensure dependability.

www.agrrmag.com

“This close connection with the OEMs ensures that the adhesives used to replace a broken windshield will meet all the
original equipment manufacturers’ specifications for safety
and durability,” he says. “These aftermarket adhesive systems
are supported by a team of people to provide technical support and training. Training is critical because the best quality
adhesive applied incorrectly may not perform as expected.”

Follow the Paper Trail
For most products, it is customary to include a user’s
guide or manual. Experts say this is also crucial for adhesives,
and it comes in the form of a technical data sheet, an MSDS.
“If the product does not afford you the opportunity to
see an MSDS, then I would recommend finding an alternative product,” says Friend.
Another item to look for, according to Renzi, is how
much information overall is supplied with the adhesive.
“There’s no way that in a one- to two-page technical data
sheet you can provide all of the information that the techcontinued on page 26
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Proper adhesive selection, storage and installation all play a role
in keeping windshields intact after accidents, and keeping drivers
safe. This vehicle was involved in a rollover accident less than 24
hours after the windshield was replaced.

nician needs,” Renzi says. “We still supply a manual in hard
copy and electronic format. How do I go into all the
specifics? What do you do with rust? What do you do with
bare metal? When it comes to strengths and things, the
techs aren’t going to know what the strengths are.”
Additionally, it is not uncommon to encounter offshore
products with no information at all, according to Renzi.
“People aren’t taking the time to read it, understand it or
care about it,” he says. “Many times they’re just looking for
the cheapest material out there. You can’t change everyone.”

Photo: SRP

continued from page 25

“Do not do it,” he says. “You never use a different primer,
activator or pretreatment from a different company than
made the adhesives. The adhesives and primers are made
to work together … A true quality adhesive is part of a total
system of cleaning products, glass and body primers and
strong, durable adhesive supported by superior technical
support and training.”

Use Your Training

While understanding what to look for when buying adhesives is extremely important, experts such as Malcolm say the
training provided by adhesive manufacturers also is crucial.
Warranties and Compatibility
According to Renzi, another crucial item to look for in the
“We may make a urethane, but unless we train you, you
area of adhesives is warranties—and whether a company is have no way of knowing how to use it correctly,” Malcolm says.
willing to stand behind its product. This can especially be an
Osland agrees. “Adhesive manufacturers need to train
issue in the area of privately labeled adhesives, he says.
technicians on how to use the products properly,”
Osland says.
“Typically customers should
However, what technicians do with that training also is
l o o k f o r s e v e r a l t h i n g s w h e n key. “It is up to the glass shop and the installer to use the
p u r c h a s i n g u r e t h a n e s , w h i c h training,” Osland adds.
Renzi echoes this sentiment. “To fix it, all we can do is
i n c l u d e : q u a l i t y, c o n s i s t e n c y control what we can control,” he says. “We get to as many
in the product, safe drive
people as we can. We educate everyone using our products
and
even those who don’t use our products.”
away times, credibility

of the supplier and
m a n u f a c t u r e r, a n d p r i c e . ”
—Eddie Friend, Pilkington
North America
“If there is a problem, who is going to back the company?”
Renzi says. “Does the private labeler have the insurance to
back it? Or are they going to point back to the manufacturer?
I’m glad we’re not in the middle of that because it’s coming
from our factory. We have it because it’s our product.”
“They fail to realize when it comes to the adhesive they
better have documented what their plans are,” he says. “You
now own that product, even though you didn’t make it. You’re
holding liability to make sure those products are covered.”
According to Renzi, any adhesive system should offer a full
range of primers and pretreatments. He says he has seen products that claim to be compatible with a “universal primer.”

26
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Final Word
According to Renzi, while some companies are abiding by safety guidelines, there are still going to be subpar and faulty adhesives on the market.
“All we can do is keep trying,” Renzi says. “We all want
to see a change, but I think the reality is you’re not going
to see a ban on the product coming in.”
According to Friend, “For the most part I think in the adhesive industry you have a handful of really strong brands
and products. A lot of safety issues actually can reside with
how the product is used, stored and handled, which is why
it is so important that installers take time to carefully read
each product’s instructions and become familiar with how
to properly use the product.”
■

◗

This article was compiled from various interviews by AGRR
staff.
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"The Tools the Pro's Use"
“The blades that permanently changed the industry”,
are manufactured by A.N. Designs Inc., one of the first companies
to use compound angles in their blade design. The purpose of
this design is to give the blade sharper angles, making it
easier for technicians to find “the sweet spot” during cutting.
Made from high-quality steel, the blades are put through
a special coining process that thins the metal and are
then heat-treated to meet the our high standards.
Our engineers at UltraWiz® continually improve
the processes to maintain blade thickness, strength
and durability our customers have come to rely on.
Selected by the majority
of technicians in the
industry today

NEW!
Serrated Blade

MADE IN THE USA

Available From Your Local Distributor
UltraWiz® a product of A.N. Designs, Inc.

866-482-2921

www.UltraWizTools.com
Cobalt Sponsor of Auto Glass Week™ 2012
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Optimal Results

Auto Glass Technicians are Focusing on “Mobile” Devices

by Megan Headley

A

rock bounces twice off the
highway and slams right into
the windshield of a sedan
cruising down the road, leaving a
bull’s-eye crack right in front of the
frustrated driver’s viewing area. A moment later, traffic thickens and the now
fuming driver slows to a crawl and then
a dead stop. After a moment of angrily
banging on the steering wheel, the
driver reaches over, grabs his smartphone and quickly types “auto glass repair” into the small Internet search bar.
A short list of local auto glass shops
comes up. Which one does the driver
choose? The one he can see in a
glance—because the website has been
optimized for his mobile device.
This
is
Before
only one potential scenario that is

After

When turning a
desktop website into
a mobile page, short
and sweet is the key.

28

“In September 2011, Google ... said [if]
your site is not mobile optimized—and
there’s some debate on what that
means—then they will actually
charge you more for pay per click and
push you lower in the rankings.”
—Brian Sacks, Trackable Response
leading approximately 40- to 50-percent of Internet searches to be made
from mobile devices today, and one
very big reason your auto glass shop
needs to optimize its site to meet this
market. Brian Sacks, president of
Trackable Response in Owing Mills,
Md., offers that statistic from Google as
evidence of the huge role that mobile
devices play in purchasing decisions
today. Sacks, who provides mobile
marketing solutions to the automotive
and aftermarket industry,
offers another bit of astounding evidence: according to Google, more
than 80 percent of those
searches done on mobile
devices are for a local business—and more than 80
percent of those make a
purchase within 24 hours.
In other words, “These are
buyers, not shoppers,”
Sacks says.
For businesses such as
auto glass repair or replacement shops, where customers have an urgent need
and are likely to make a call
shortly after the breakage
occurs, it is particularly important today to cater to
this new phenomenon.

AGRR September/October 2012

Getting Ahead
Is it important to have a website optimized for mobile devices today? “It
certainly depends on where the current
traffic is coming from and what that
customer profile is,” says Josh Rosenfeld, marketing associate for JN Philips
Auto Glass in Woburn, Mass. “In our
case, we do find that customers who are
searching for JN Phillips Auto Glass are
doing so on their mobile devices in increasingly higher numbers.”
Not a surprise, given Sacks’ numbers.
What may be surprising, however, is the
fact that many glass shops may be paying for help on their website placement—and getting less.
As Sacks explains, if your current
website uses Flash, then it will not appear on 60 percent of all mobile devices.
“Right now, Apple controls about 60 percent of the market, and [site visitors] will
just come up with a blank screen since
Apple doesn’t support flash,” Sacks says.
More troubling yet is that sites that
haven’t been optimized for mobile devices are being placed at the bottom of
Google searches, no matter how well
they have been prepared for search engine optimization (SEO). “In September
2011, Google came out with a ‘Google
edict,’ if you will. What they said was that
if your site is not mobile optimized—
and there’s some debate on what that

www.agrrmag.com
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8 Components of
Mobile Optimization

means—then they will actually charge
you more for pay per click and push you
lower in the rankings,” Sacks says.
Why? “Google is all about recency
and relevancy. If I’m searching for a
windshield replacement company on
my phone and they are not mobile optimized, then really they’re irrelevant, because I can’t see it and I can’t connect
with it.” Sacks adds, “The whole world
right now is very slow to adapt to mobile
websites, but I see lots of shop owners
and glass repair companies spending a
lot of money on SEO. They’re paying
companies hundreds to thousands of
dollars each month to be seen on
Google, and they are, in effect, paying
more and not being found. And if they
are being found, they’re not easy to connect to, so it really is irrelevant.”
In other words, companies that have
been in business for generations will
be losing business to brand new companies such as Clarity Auto Glass in
Kansas City, Mo. When Kevin Dvorak
opened this auto glass business this
May, one of his first steps was to create
a website—that was automatically optimized for mobile.
“Everybody Googles everything nowadays so it was just a no-brainer for me [to
build a website],” Dvorak says. “The mobile version I didn’t even plan on, but
when I made the website through Weebly [a free tool for building websites], it
asked me if I wanted a mobile site as well
and added it automatically.”

Landing Without Scrolling
When Dvorak set out to optimize his
mobile site, he included only the bare
minimum on his landing page. There’s
no need to expand the size of the text
to make it visible on a tiny screen;

www.agrrmag.com

Ready to “go mobile” all over again? Brian Sacks, president of Trackable Response in Owing Mills, Md., says that there eight key components of a site that has
been optimized effectively for mobile devices.
1. It must load quickly; people are not going to wait.
2. It must be able to be seen without scrolling or zooming.
3. It must never be a shrunken version of your current site.
4. It must have only the most important information on it that the person searching it needs.
5. It must allow visitors to get in touch with you with one click.
6. It must allow visitors to get driving directions directly on their phone.
7. It must be easy to navigate.
8. It must have a m. domain … or maybe a .mobi address. “There’s some debate
on this,” Sacks says. “Google has come out and said that they prefer that you have
an m. domain, which would be your mobile site. They’ve also said they prefer you
have a .mobi address—so they don’t know what they’re talking about.” Talk to your
designer about ways to satisfy Google’s requirements as several options are available.
there’s no side-to-side scrolling or tilting of the device. His site includes a
brief description promising fast service, immediately followed by a coupon
offer for Facebook followers. After the
coupon, Dvorak’s site features a button
allowing visitors to contact the company for a quote, a bulleted list of highlights of the company’s experience,
operating hours and a phone number.
Short, sweet and to the point.
If you’re laughing to yourself, thinking consumers online need lots of links
to get a full picture of how your company beats the competition, you’re
right for the web and wrong for the
smartphone.
“Really a mobile website needs to
be thought of differently than a [desktop] website because the consumer’s
behavior is different, and that’s actually very good news,” Sacks says.
“While on a website you’re trying to
put as much in there as possible; on a
mobile website you want to put as little in there as possible.”
As Sacks elaborates, “The behavior
of a consumer on the phone is that of
someone who is going to purchase,
which is good news. The person who is
looking online [i.e. your desktop] typically has the benefit of shopping, because it’s easy to go from place to place.
However, people on smartphones typically have an urgent need and they’re
looking for the first company they can
connect with. So the first thing really to
do is find out what their needs are.”

>I

Can you guess what the need might
be of the frustrated consumer who just
wants his windshield fixed as quickly
as possible? “The number one thing is
‘click to call’ or directions,” Sacks says.
“Those are the really key ingredients.”
That’s virtually all the information
JN Philips Auto Glass uses on its mobile
site. Rosenfeld was part of the team
that worked with an outside vendor to
develop the company’s “m.” website in
2010. The simple site easily allows visitors to set up an appointment, locate a
shop or track the status of their appointment. If the consumer needs
more information, “about us” and
“contact us” links are listed at the bottom of the page, but the site was designed so that no scrolling is necessary.

Just the Stats
Rosenfeld points out that, despite
his company’s simplistic mobile landing page, there is lots going on behind
the scenes. “We track various metrics
such as ‘visits,’ and which pages were
visited. We also can break down the
numbers to what type of device was
used,” he explains.
Having good data is critical in deciding where to allocate resources.
“Collect and track as much current
data as possible to help make an informed decision on an investment
such as this,” Rosenfeld advises other
auto glass shop owners.
continued on page 30
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Optimal Results
continued from page 29

Sacks notes, “Really, anyone can
build a mobile website.” However, it
can be challenging for the layperson
to add analytics that will allow them
later to see from where their leads are
coming, and that’s where it can be
helpful to call in a professional.
Before doing so, it may be helpful to
take a second look at your SEO rankings. If you’re paying for a spot hidden
somewhere on Google’s second or
third page of results, it may be time to

call in a mobile pro. “Given the fact that
for many people in business right now
things are challenging, it might be to
their benefit to reallocate their advertising spending: get rid of what’s not
working and try what it is,” Sacks says.

“One of the big mistakes I see is
lots of companies that are using ads
with a QR code. They see the value of
it—but have no understanding of
what it is. You scan the QR and it takes
people to a non-mobilized site.”
That’s right—no one is going to be
reading a lengthy sales pitch on a
A Simple Way
three-inch screen. If it’s connected to
to Boost Business
Speaking of what’s working, Sacks mobile, keep it simple.
And, as Sacks points out, more and
points to another area where good inmore Internet searches will be contentions may be missing the mark.

Do I Need an App for That?
There are actually three components to
mobile marketing, according to Brian
Sacks, president of Trackable Response in
Owing Mills, Md. The components are: mobile websites (see page 28), mobile applications (or apps) and text messaging. As
Sacks points out, “They’re all a little bit
different.”
Mobile websites are geared toward general searches from consumers. Mobile
apps, on the other hand, are primarily
used for customer loyalty.
“I’ve had a lot of shop owners ask
‘should I get a mobile app,’ and the answer
is ‘maybe,’” Sacks says. As he explains, “No
one is going into the app store and look-

ing for windshield repair or replacement or
board-up or anything.” Instead, where
apps comes into play are when a relationship has already been established between
the company providing a service and the
consumer. By way of example, Sacks says,
“If I am an auto repair shop and someone
comes in with blown-out tires and a
cracked windshield, it would be useful for
me to have your app on my phone, instead
of having to fish around for your business
card.” With an app, that auto repair shop
owner has simply to click a button to instantly get in touch with his preferred auto
glass repair company.
“It’s really for ongoing relationships

and branding, rather than for the general
consumer searching,” Sacks says.
While text messaging can be a useful
tool for established customers as well,
Sacks is still exploring its usefulness for
the auto glass industry. “In the automotive industry … we can send you a text
message when your car is ready. We have
a number of [auto shops] we work with,
where we send out an appointment reminder with a coupon, but I’m not sure
how that applies here.”
Plenty of auto glass supply companies
see the value of an app. Read on for just
a few examples of how your suppliers are
hoping to help you with new tools.

An App for Automating Technicians’ Regular Processes

30

GlasPacLX from GTS has been upgraded to offer a new level of flexibility: LX-Mobile for Android. This app for tablets or smartphones automates technician processes and eliminates inefficiencies in the automotive replacement industry.
According to the information from the company, automotive replacement glass retailers can
equip their mobile technicians with tools to manage the work order loop, preventing double
data entry, an excess of paperwork and phone calls and wasting money on manual processes.
The new tool replaces inefficient paper-based processes. LX-Mobile was designed to increase same-day invoicing by speeding up the payment process with electronic signature capture and credit card processing in the field. It navigates technicians through the job to ensure
all the right information (Auto Glass Safety Council requirements, billing information, VIN,
etc.) is captured right the first time. Seamless, real-time integration with GlasPacLX makes
order processing more effective and enables job-by-job tracking.
No more need to print a work order for technicians before they leave for the jobsite; the
mobile app lets shop owners dispatch jobs directly from GlasPacLX Scheduler to the technician’s mobile device; users also can notify technicians immediately of job add-ons or schedule changes and map routes and provide directions using Google Maps.
❙❙➤ www.gtsservices.com
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nected to mobile devices. “Last year
was the first year that more mobile
devices were sold than laptops and
desktops combined,” he says. He
adds, “The ‘mobile web’ is being
adapted a lot faster than the Internet
was, so it’s likely that in the next year
or two everyone [with a cellular
phone] will have a smartphone. Apple
is giving away free iPhone3s for two
years of service.”
The great news for auto glass
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shops, however, is that developing a
mobile-optimized site can be simple
to do but can bring a big boost to
business.
“I think most people are unaware
of the importance of it,” Sacks says.
“It’s actually one of the few places
where an independent is able to compete with a Safelite. They’re not going
to be able to compete in ads, radio,
TV, and so forth, but here is a place
they can compete.”
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Equalize
tools andr cut out
blades
10 to 30 %
list price off

STINGRAY cut out tool
List $395.00

Cost $299.00

EXPRESS 360
List $595.00

Cost $439.00

EXPRESS XRP
List $695.00
Cost $525.00
PYTHON Wire Removal System
List $695.00
Cost $525.00

Universal Moulding Specials
17MM/20MM 75ft roll
Cost $27.00

Single Moulding Specials
DW1265 Moulding
List $54.41

Swarf-Busting
Questions? Get the App
For automotive glass fabricators,
SwarfBuster is the new universal mobile
app that allows all mobile devices to connect easily to the grinding/polishing
coolant supplier’s website. Users can either download the app directly from Android’s “Play Store” or easily place a
bookmark on their Apple devices via the
company’s homepage. The goal for this
company is to allow those who need
them to reach them anywhere, anytime,
on any device.
❙❙➤ www.swarfbuster.com

Omega Glass Gives
Repair Techs Its EDI App
The windshield repair industry professionals who created the new Omega Glass
app set out to check off all of the items
on their software management wish list.
The result is a new app able to run an
auto glass repair business from start to
finish from any mobile device. The EDI
app invoicing software for rock chip repair includes a full-featured EDI, time
clock, electronic signature capture and
an advanced management dashboard.
From a tablet or smartphone, a windshield repair technician can create a
work order, get approval, validate vehicle information via a VIN decoder, obtain the customer’s signature, and EDI
an invoice from the field. Techs can gen-

www.agrrmag.com

erate an invoice by filling out a simple
web form. The VIN check feature automatically generates a car’s make, model,
year and other data, automatically reducing many of the most common reasons for insurance rejection. From a
tablet, the customer can actually sign
the invoice and automatically receive a
receipt in their email.
According to company representatives, the app helps simplify the process
of working with insurance companies,
and includes 99 percent of insurance
companies in its database. On the backend, the software integrates with Quickbooks or can export reports to Microsoft
Excel. Already in the pipeline for the
next update are new features such as a
GPS timecard to help track techs in the
field, a VIN barcode scanner and a place
to upload before and after repair photos.
❙❙➤ www.omegaedi.com

Sika Product Finder App
Available at Apple Store
The new Sika product finder from Sika
Corp. is now available in the Apple Store.
The app has been designed for both
iPhones and iPads. To download, access
the iTunes/App store on a mobile device
and search for the “Sika Product Finder.”
The application is compatible with iPhone
3GS, iPhone 4, iPhone 4S, iPod touch (3rd
continued on page 32

Cost $8.45

FW2064 Moulding
List $68.79

Cost $10.95

FW2500 Moulding
List $55.25

Cost $9.65

FW2653 Moulding
List $79.53

Cost $8.95

FW2454 Moulding
List $59.98

Cost $7.75

FW2298 Moulding
List $55.77

Cost $7.75

FW2018 Moulding
List $31.54

Cost $6.05

FW2154 Moulding
List $72.82

Cost $9.55

FW2314 Moulding
List $49.65

Cost $11.45

DW1293 Moulding
List $49.65

Cost $11.45

FW2267 Moulding
List $45.26

>I

Cost $7.75

Other Specials
Single Edge Razor Blades
100pk
$2.50
Heavy Duty Utility Blades
100pk with dispenser
$6.25
Nitrile Gloves
(blue exam grade)
$5.50 per bx
Wool Daubers
$4.50 per 100

Please call for lowest prices on
tools and mouldings,freight paid on
orders $500.00 or more.

800-506-4444
www.glassprosupplies.com
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Optimal Results
continued from page 31

Insta Etch Simplifies
Etch Process
The Insta etch2000 series of glass
stencil printer systems was designed
to make it easy to permanently etch
auto glass while in the field—and
now designing a custom mark to any
glass from a Droid or Blackberry is
simplified through the company’s line
of apps.
The mobile apps give a mobile
glass technician the ability to scan,
verify and precisely mark VINs, logos
and glass shop information to any
glass directly from their smartphone
and Bluetooth Insta Etch printer. According to information provided by
Insta Etch, adding this etching service to a business requires little setup
or training.
❙❙➤ www.instaetch.com

generation), iPod touch (4th generation)
and iPad. Requires iOS 4.0 or later. Further
information, like Product or Material Safety
Data Sheets, can be accessed as well.
❙❙➤ www.sikausa.com

Safelite Introduces Apps
Safelite AutoGlass has launched apps
for both iPhone and Android smartphones.
The apps allow customers to assess damage and schedule an appointment, and
cover four types of damage: chipped windshield, cracked windshield, broken sidelite
and broken backlite. They also help customers assess the damage and find out
what work needs to be done to fix the
glass. The customer can find a Safelite AutoGlass location by entering a city name
or zip code, or the app will use their current location and automatically provide
the details of the nearest Safelite facility.
❙❙➤ www.safelite.com
■

If Content is
King, Digital
Wears the
Crown
Command the Attention
and Respect Your
Ad Deserves
Advertise in the AGRR
Digital Editions & App
To reserve your space,
contact your sales manager
at 540/720-5584,
info@agrrmag.com
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Silver Sponsor of Auto Glass Week™ 2012
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A

uto Glass Week™ 2011 marked
the first time all of the major
auto glass associations—the
Auto Glass Safety Council™ (formerly
the AGRSS® Council Inc.), the Independent Glass Association (IGA), the
National Glass Association (NGA), National Windshield Repair Association
(NWRA), and AGRR™ magazine—
came together for one event and it
proved to be overwhelmingly successful. Members from the AGRR industry
came together from all over the world
for the top-notch educational seminars, expansive show floor with industry-leading companies and fierce
competitions showcasing repair and
replacement technicians exceling at
their trade for which Auto Glass Week
has come to be known.
Show organizers and the co-sponsoring associations are promising another great week filled with more
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seminars, more expert speakers, more
companies to visit on the Exhibition/Extravaganza show floor and, of
course, more repair and replacement
competitions. Auto Glass Week 2012 is
headed for Louisville, Ky., September
20-22. Whether you are already preparing to attend the event or trying to decide at the last minute, every detail
about the seminars, competitions, special events and the city of Louisville are
all included within these pages. We’ll
see you in September!

Welcome to Louisville
Upon arriving in Louisville, attendees can visit the registration desk to
pick up their badges, ask questions and
say hello to the AGRR™ magazine
staff. The registration desk will be in
two different locations, depending on
when you are picking up your badge.
The Louisville Marriott Downtown reg-
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istration desk will be open on Thursday, September 20, from 8 a.m.–6 p.m.
and on Friday, September 21, from 7
a.m.–12 p.m. For those attendees looking to pick up their badge late Friday or
Saturday, the Kentucky International
Convention Center will be open on Friday, September 21, from 1–7 p.m. and
on Saturday, September 22, from 7
a.m.–2 p.m.
If you have not already registered,
registration is available onsite. The
Louisville Marriott Downtown is directly connected to the Kentucky International
Convention
Center
through a temperature-controlled
skywalk.
Be sure to keep your badge with you
because your attendee badge makes
you eligible for discounts throughout
the city at different restaurants, museums, attractions, shops and more. See
more on page 43.
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Schedule-at-a-Glance
Please note: Schedule is tentative and subject to change.
Visit www.autoglassweek.com for the most up-to-date schedule.

Wednesday, September 19 Friday, September 21
7:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
Registration at the
Louisville Marriott Downtown
Registration closed from
12 p.m.–1 p.m.
8:00–10:00 a.m.
AGTO Competition
Mandatory Contestant Meeting
(for Judges and Contestants Only)
8:00–10:15 a.m.
Joint Auto Glass
Educational Sessions
8:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
Sponsor Move-In
10:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
WRO Competition
Mandatory Contestant Meeting
(For Judges and Contestants Only)
10:30 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
Keynote Speaker:
Captain Richard Phillips
12:00–1:00 p.m.
Thursday, September 20 Lunch Break
7:30–9:00 a.m.
1:00–2:00 p.m.
NWRA Board of Directors Meeting Joint Auto Glass
8:00–10:30 a.m.
Educational Sessions
IGA Committee Meeting
1:00–7:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.–6:00 p.m.
Registration at the Kentucky
Registration at the
International Convention
Louisville Marriott Downtown
Center
2:00–7:00 p.m.
9:00–11:00 a.m.
Auto Glass Week™
NWRA ROLAGS Standards
Exhibition/Extravaganza
Committee Meeting
2:10–2:40 p.m.
11:00 a.m.–2:00 p.m.
Auto Glass Safety Council
Competition Welcoming
AGRSS Standards Committee
Ceremony on the Show
Meeting
Floor
11:00 a.m.–4:00 p.m.
2:40–7:00 p.m.
Sponsor Move-In
AGTO Competition
11:30 a.m.–2:30 p.m.
Preliminary Heats
IGA Board of Directors Meeting
3:00–5:50 p.m.
2:30–4:00 p.m.
WRO Competition
Welcome and Opening Session
Preliminary Heats
4:00–5:30 p.m.
5:00–7:00 p.m.
Joint Auto Glass
Auto Glass Safety Council
Educational Sessions
Silent Charity Auction
6:00–9:30 p.m.
(Final Bids due 6:45 p.m.)
An Evening of Champions Event
5:00–7:00 p.m.
(optional event—additional ticket
Cocktail Party on the Show
required)
Floor
8:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m.
Auto Glass Safety Council
Educational Committee Meeting
12:00–3:00 p.m.
Auto Glass Safety Council Board
of Directors Meeting
1:00–3:00 p.m.
NWRA Scratch Removal
Committee Meeting
3:00–5:00 p.m.
Auto Glass Safety Council
Insurance Committee Meeting
3:00– 5:00 p.m.
Auto Glass Safety Council
Educational Committee Meeting
3:00– 5:00 p.m.
Auto Glass Safety Council
Membership Committee Meeting
3:00–5:00 p.m.
Auto Glass Safety Council
Marketing Committee Meetings
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This Year’s Event
Dedicated to Ray Asbery
Industry pioneer, inventor and entrepreneur
Ray Asbery, the late
founder of Equalizer Industries Inc., passed
away in September
2011. Asbery was an
installer for a number of years prior to
his transition to inventor. He created a
number of innovative auto glass tools
that changed the industry as we know
it. He founded and nurtured Equalizer
Industries from its inception to the
ever-growing worldwide auto glass
tools and supply company it is today.
Asbery loved the auto glass industry
and devoted his time and energy to
the betterment and advancement of it.
For his devotion to our industry, and as
a small token of appreciation for his
commitment and decades of serving
others, Auto Glass Week™ 2012 is
dedicated to Ray Asbery, an industry
leader whose knowledge, innovation
and kindness are dearly missed.

Saturday, September 22
7:00 a.m.–2:00 p.m.
Registration at the Kentucky
International Convention Center
7:30 a.m.
Finalists Announced for Auto Glass
Technician Olympics &
Windshield Repair Olympics
9:00–10:00 a.m.
Joint Auto Glass
Educational Sessions
10:00 a.m.–2:00 p.m.
Auto Glass Week™
Exhibition/Extravaganza
10:10 a.m.–2:00 p.m.
AGTO Competition Finals
12:30–2:00 p.m.
WRO Competition Finals
2:00–5:00 p.m.
Joint Auto Glass
Educational Sessions
2:00–5:00 p.m.
Sponsor Tear-Down
5:00–7:00 p.m.
Gala Awards Reception
and Ceremony (optional event—
additional ticket required)

35
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continued from page 35

Auto Glass Week™
2012 Educational Sessions
Thursday, September 20 Friday, September 21
2:30–4:00 p.m.
Welcome Session: Associations
and Standards Overview
Let the co-sponsoring associations
welcome you as we kick-off Auto
Glass Week 2012! Hear from the
various groups’ leaders on their
goals for the 2012 event and what
each association is currently doing
for the betterment of the industry.
Speakers: Debra Levy, AGRR™ magazine; David Rohlfing, Auto Glass
Safety Council™ (formerly the
AGRSS® Council Inc.); Alan Epley,
Independent Glass Association;
David Walker, National Glass Association; and Rich Campfield, National Windshield Repair
Association.
4:00–5:30 p.m.
Generations Working
Better Together
This extremely informative, entertaining, solutions-based session explores
why younger and older people don’t
see eye to eye, and what to do about
it in the workplace. From pointers on
motivating, managing and retaining
younger employees and technicians
to ways of preventing older managers from losing their minds, this
research-based program shows it’s
possible for baby boomers and Gen
X and Y employees to work well together. Come hear from expert
speaker Garrison Wynn as he helps
you learn how to make the jump
from being great at what you do to
understanding and developing the
qualities it takes to be chosen for the
job. Speaker: Garrison Wynn. Cosponsored by LYNX Services and
Auto Glass Week™.

36

8:00–9:00 a.m.
Expectations of Insurance
Customers and Consumers
What do insurance customers want
from their insurance providers? What
do consumers value most highly from
auto glass service providers? This session will explore customer service and
the expectations of insurance customers
and consumers as they go through the
auto glass service experience.

Maersk Alabama. On the fifth day,
Captain Phillips was rescued from the
pirates by Navy SEALs. Captain
Phillips will speak about the true definition of leadership and navigating
through tough times.

1:00–2:00 p.m.
Vehicle Safety and
Technical Update
Learn what changes in vehicle
safety and regulations will affect
those in the auto glass industry in
9:00–10:15 a.m.
the coming year. You will also
60 Business + Legal
learn about the installation
Tips in 60 Minutes
changes in new vehicles from vetLong-time industry veterans will present eran technicians. This session will
60 tips relevant to our industry sure to give you the leg up on the latest
prove useful in running your business
vehicle safety information available
back home. Among the topics to be
and the new techniques.
covered are: when, why and how to
Speakers: Ben Kelley, Center for
use a non-compete agreement; what
Auto Safety; Bob Beranek, Automolegal structure your business should
tive Glass Consultants Inc.; and
take; the need for strict financial conJeff Olive, Glasspro Inc.
trols; and how to recognize and avoid
unintended consequences of decisions. 1:00–2:00 p.m.
Speakers: Chuck Lloyd and Debra Nel- Breakout Session:
son, Livgard & Lloyd.
It’s a Small World After All
The changes to regulations and
10:30 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
practices in other countries affect the
Keynote: Steering Your Ship
entire auto glass industry. This panel
Through Rough Waters: Lessons
will provide an inside and in-depth
on Leadership
look at what is occurring globally
For five days in April 2009, Captain within our industry.
Richard Phillips became the center of
an extraordinary international drama 2:00–7:00 p.m.
when he was captured by Somali pi- Auto Glass Week™
rates who attacked and boarded his Exhibition/Extravaganza
ship. To protect his crew, Captain
This includes the Pilkington Clear
Phillips made a conscious decision to Advantage Auto Glass Technician
put himself directly in harm’s way,
Olympics, the Walt Gorman Memoknowing full well that he might pay
rial Windshield Repair Olympics and
the ultimate price for his decision.
educational product demonstration
Amid the standoff, he offered himself sessions from some of the exhibiting
as a hostage to get them off the
companies on their latest offerings.
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to share more of her expertise and
knowledge. This is one session you
want to plan on attending. We all know
that the customer is king. In our increasingly competitive business environment, it’s more important than ever
9:00 –10:00 a.m.
to cater to customers’ needs and deStaying Ahead of the
sires, and provide customer service that
Curve: Emerging Issues for
goes way beyond basic politeness,
Automotive Glass Repair and
courtesy and follow-through. Terrific
Replacement Retailers
customer service doesn’t have to break
This highly informative session will
the bank: it’s not about spending more
Auto Glass Safety Council—Auto include hands-on, practical advice to to keep customers happy, it’s about
Glass Safety Council Update and help automotive glass retailers better truly understanding the customer’s exthe Role of the Media in Promot- prepare for the behaviors, attitudes
perience from a personal point of view.
ing Safety
and values of tomorrow’s consumers This session will explore the latest techSpeakers: Kurtis Ming, investigative re- while stuck here in the now of today. niques that innovative companies are
porter, CBS Sacramento; Bob Beranek, Automotive glass retailers must be fu- using today to train their staff to deliver
Automotive Glass Consultants Inc.; Nik ture-forward enough to remain rele- exceptional customer service, specific
Frye, Guardian Auto Glass; Dale Mal- vant in their respective marketplaces
strategies and tactics, do’s and don’ts,
colm, Dow Automotive Systems; Jean and this session will help them naviand much more.
Pero, Mygrant Glass; and David Rohlf- gate the tricky industry landscape
Speaker: Kelly McDonald, McDonald
ing. Moderated by Debra Levy, AGSC concerning sales, marketing, technol- Marketing.
president. Open to all.
ogy and more. Panelists: Jared Hoggan, AAA Glass Inc.; Jim Short,
3:30–5:00 p.m.
Independent Glass Association— Klein-Dickert and Rick Rosar, Rapid
Using Digital Avenues
Lighting the Way for Independents Glass. Moderator: Gary Hart, IGA.
to Market Your Business
Panelists: Alan Epley, IGA president
Many companies are turning to social
and Rick Rosar, IGA treasurer. Moder- 10:00 a.m.–2:00 p.m.
media to market their business online.
ator: Gary Hart, IGA executive direcAuto Glass Week™
Social networks such as Facebook, Twittor. Closed session: open to current
Exhibition/Extravaganza
ter and LinkedIn are relatively easy to
and prospective IGA members only.
This includes the Pilkington Clear
use and free—so it seems like a winAdvantage Auto Glass Technician
win. Come hear an expert speaker disNational Glass Association—
Olympics, the Walt Gorman Memo- cuss how being part of social media
Seven Concrete Ways to Sell
rial Windshield Repair Olympics and should only be half of your strategy—
More on the Phone
educational product demonstration
digital marketing means much more
Speaker: Jeremiah Wilson, Contact- sessions from some of the exhibiting than getting a “like” or tweeting once a
month. This hands-on session will help
Point LLC. Closed session: open only companies on their latest offerings.
you feel more at ease when online and
to NGA members.
know the correct way to go about mar2:00–3:30 p.m.
keting your business online.
National Windshield Repair
Customer Service: How to Keep
Association—Repair Industry Up- Customers Rushing Back for More Speaker: Monika Baraket, online mardate: Education, Training,
Kelly McDonald, the top-rated speaker keting strategist, Forge3.
Certification; ROLAGS™; Quality from last year’s show, is returning to
Issues and Repair
the Auto Glass Week speaker line-up
continued on page 38
8:00–9:00 a.m.
Association Breakout Sessions
Co-sponsoring associations will each
hold their own sessions to discuss how
their group is working to better the industry; provide resources to their audience;
and give an update on the association.
Please note some sessions are closed
for members only or only open for current and prospective members.
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Speakers: Rich Campfield, Ultra
BOND; Dave Casey, Superglass Windshield Repair; Penny Chatterton, Novus;
and Kerry Wanstrath, Glass Technology
Inc. Open to all.
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continued from page 37

Networking Opportunities
Thursday, September 20

Friday, September 21

6:00–9:30 p.m.
Evening of Champions
(optional event—additional
ticket required)
Come be a part of a celebration of
champions and kick off to Auto
Glass Week 2012. During this optional event, attendees will participate in an evening fit for a
champion.Round One: Be recognized as the champion that you are
and be surrounded by the “greats.”
Board the buses of the Louisville
Marriott Downtown Hotel for the
Muhammad Ali Center where you
will receive full access to all three
levels dedicated to Muhammad
Ali’s life and career. Round Two:
The upper level will provide a
breathtaking view of downtown
Louisville’s city skyline as well as a
cocktail party to round out the
evening. All registered attendees of
Auto Glass Week may participate
for only $35, which includes drinks
and heavy hors d’oeuvres. Pre-registration is required. Space is limited and seats will be first-come,
first-served.

5:00–7:00 p.m.
Silent Charity Auction
(final bids are due 6:45 p.m.)
Each year, the Auto Glass Safety
Council™ (formerly the AGRSS®
Council Inc.) holds a Silent Charity
Auction to help raise proceeds for the
non-profit organization. The Silent
Charity Auction will be held on the Exhibition/Extravaganza floor. The Auto
Glass Safety Council is dedicated to
the proper installation of windshields
and offers a registration program for
shops that includes random third-party
validations. Auction items in previous
years have included a fishing trip with
Carl Tompkins, autographed paraphernalia from celebrities, women’s
jewelry, watches and much more!
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the first round and get those conversations started.

Saturday, September 22

5:00–7:00 p.m.
Gala Awards Reception
and Ceremony
(optional event—additional
ticket required)
It all comes down to this! Winners of
the Pilkington Clear Advantage Auto
Glass Technician Olympics, Windshield Repair Olympics and International Window Film Tint-Off™
Architectural and Automotive Division
Champions will be announced during
the event. After battling it out over the
past two days, we will be naming the
“World’s Best Auto Glass Technician,”
“World’s Best Windshield Repair Technician,” “World’s Best Automotive
5:00–7:00 p.m.
Window Film Tinter” and “World’s
Cocktail Party on the Show Floor
Best Architectural Window Film TinWhat better way to wrap up a full
ter.” Make sure you are in attendance
day of education than a libation and to watch and help honor the new
champions for 2012! Pre-registration
tasty hors d’oeuvres? Stop over to
visit and satiate more than your thirst is required. Space is limited and seats
will be first-come, first-served.
for knowledge. Having a chance to
relax and networking is important to
building relationships—so let us buy
continued on page 40
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continued from page 38

Visit the International Window Film
Conference
and Tint-Off™
The International Window Film Conference and Tint-Off™ (IWFC) will be co-located with Auto Glass Week. IWFC consists of educational seminars dedicated to window film dealers and installers, as well as the International Window Film
Tint-Off™ Automotive Film and Architectural Film competitions. These competitions will be held on the trade show floor
September 21-22. Your attendee badge will get you into the film seminars and access to view the competitions if you
are looking to expand your business or gain more insight into the film industry. For a full list of IWFC sessions, visit
www.windowfilmmag.com/iwfc.

Lunch and Learn
Presentations

Time and Territory
Management

Effects of Solar
Energy on Glass

Thursday, September 20
1:30–2:00 p.m.
One of the best sales promotions
available is hosting a “Lunch and
Learn” presentation. When used effectively, this type of sales effort
can get architects, building owners
and others to listen and hear your
message. In this session, you will
learn tips and techniques to make
sure your “Lunch and Learn” presentation is a successful one.
Speaker: Paul Tauchar, Solar Control of Jackson.

Thursday, September 20
3:30–4:30 p.m.
As a salesperson, your time is very valuable. Lost time means lost sales and that
does not benefit you or your company.
Add to that poor sales territory management, which leads to missed opportunities, and you have one dreadful
combination. Managing your time as
well as your territory is a very important
task for anyone in sales. This session will
cover how to make the most productive
use of your time as you manage your
territory for sales. Speaker: Paul Tauchar,
Solar Control of Jackson.

Friday, September 21
9:00–10:00 a.m. and
Saturday, September 22
8:00–9:00 a.m.
One of the many benefits of film is
the ability to reduce heat loss in the
winter and solar heat gain in the
summer, but how is the glass that
the film is applied to affected by the
solar energy? Hear from an industry expert on some of the more crucial effects that you should be
taking into consideration. Speaker:
Joe Richard, technical marketing engineer, Solutia.

How to Get Involved
with Window Film

The Latest in
Glass Technology

Thursday, September 20
4:30–5:30 p.m.
This is a great session for newbies
trying to establish themselves and
anyone who wants to expand their
current business into the film industry.
Here you’ll get advice on the first
things to do when starting out, how
to establish a client base, how to
build relationships with manufacturers and distributors and so much
more! Also, for the auto glass guys
or companies who do not want to install themselves—building a relationship with a local film company can
increase your clientele through a referral program. Come hear about
what to do when just starting out!
Speaker: Jim Freeman, Tint America
Window Films.

Friday, September 21
1:00–2:00 p.m. and
Saturday, September 22
3:00–4:00 p.m.
Hear from a glass expert from SaintGobain, parent company of Solar
Gard, on the latest developments
from the glass industry and how they
are affecting film companies. New
glass includes dynamic and variant
glazing technologies, and here you
can get the basics on how this glass
works. Attendees will leave this session
feeling empowered with their new
sense of knowledge on glass, knowing the direction on the future of glass
and how it all exactly fits in with current films and film technology planned
for the future. Speaker: Representative
from Solar Gard.

Managing
Your Business
Thursday, September 20
2:15–3:15 p.m. and
Friday, September 21
9:00–10:00 a.m.
Best business practices often include proper management techniques, solid financial considerations
and planning as well as proper execution of sales and marketing.
There’s more to managing and
growing your business than just
having customers come in your
door. You must always plan ahead,
and guarantee that you’re prepared for the new challenges that
a growing business will face in a
changing world. Come learn how
to manage and grow your business
effectively in today’s market.
Speaker: Lyle R. Hill, Keytech North
America.
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braries, making it a very viable resource for the distributor and/or dealer.
Friday, September 21
Come learn more about how the
1:00–2:00 p.m. and
EFILM Program differs from the DeSaturday, September 22
mand Analyzer program and how to
4:00–5:00 p.m.
model a jobsite much more accurately.
Half the battle in closing the sale is your Speaker: Andy Hayes, technical service
approach and knowing how to turn a engineer, Madico Window Films.
“no” into a “yes.” This session will explain new ways to approach your cus- Exterior Films—
tomers, increase business and overcome How and When?
objections. Come learn various selling Saturday, September 22
strategies and techniques for closing the 9:00–10:00 a.m.
sale. Speaker: Peter Eisenberg, 3M.
Each year the window film industry uses
creativity and innovation to find soluEFILM Analysis
tions to everyday commercial and resSaturday, September 22
idential concerns. Sometimes this
8:00–9:00 a.m.
means using exterior films, but before
Most of the manufacturing firms utilize you recommend using exterior films,
the benefits of an EFILM Program. Each you need to know how. You’ll learn
manufacturer is able to load the pro- how and when exterior films should be
gram with their particular product li- added into a proposal for your cus-
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tomers. Speaker: Mark Carlson, CEM,
LEED green associate and business development manager, HanitaTek.

Tips and Techniques for
Safety and Security Films
Saturday, September 22
3:30–5:00 p.m.
Come learn from a veteran’s experience and advocate for safety within
our industry on safety and security
films. This session will give you an indepth look into some techniques to
apply in the field. In addition to the
techniques, you’ll leave this session
with a much broader understanding
of safety and security film as a
whole, and a wide range of attachment systems. Speaker: Scott Haddock, Glasslock.
continued on page 42

VISIT US AT BOOTH NUMBER 106
1414 Commerce Park Drive, Tipp City, Ohio 45371
Toll Free: 1-800-273-1535
1www.creativeextruded.com
www.creativeextruded.com
Bronze Sponsor of Auto Glass Week™ 2012
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continued from page 41

Auto Glass Week
Exhibition/Extravaganza
The Auto Glass Week Exhibition/Extravaganza show floor will be found in the Kentucky International Convention
Center on Friday, September 21, and Saturday, September 22. The Exhibition/Extravaganza gives attendees an opportunity to talk one-on-one with industry suppliers and manufacturers to learn about the latest products for the repair and replacement industry. Attendees also will be able to view the Pilkington Clear Advantage Auto Glass
Technician Olympics and Walt Gorman Memorial Windshield Repair Olympics as contestants vie for first place and
the gold medal. On Friday, September 21, the show floor also will play host to the Cocktail Party and Auto Glass Safety
Council Silent Charity Auction from 5–7 p.m.

Sponsors to Visit
Please note, this list is current as of August 23, 2012. For the most up-to-date list of sponsors, please visit www.autoglassweek.com/sponsor/listofsponsors.

Company Name

Booth

3M
318
44TOOLS.COM
414
A.N. Designs Inc.
115
A+ Career Apparel
404
ACI
101
Aegis Tools International Inc.116
AGC Automotive Americas 305
AGRR™ Magazine
802
Auto Glass Safety Council
(formerly the AGRSS®
Council)
801
AutoGlassSearch.com
201
Avery Dennison
308
Burco Inc.
208
Carlex
302
Clear Advantage
300
Cleveland Auto Glass
Supply Co.
203
Coach Glass
200
Creative Extruded Products 106
Delta Kits Inc.
102
Diatech
307
DINOL
114
Dow Automotive Systems
700
Equalizer Industries Inc.
600
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Company Name

Booth

Company Name

Extractor
Glass Doctor
Glass Mechanix
Glass Technology Inc.
Glass WRD
GlasWeld
Gold Glass Group (GGG)
GTS Services
HanitaTek Window Films
HSG
Independent Glass
Association
International Window
Film Association
Jiffy Steamer Co.
Johnson Window Films Inc.
Lilbuddy
Livgard & Lloyd PLLP
LLumar
Madico Window Films
Mainstreet Computers
Marcy Adhesives
Meritool
Mygrant Glass Co.
National Glass Association

105
120
406
309
316
900
113
215
119

National Windshield
Repair Association
Nordglass
Pilkington
The PipeKnife Company
Pittsburgh Glass Works
LLC
Precision Replacement Parts
Quest Software Inc.
Scorpion Window Film
Shenzhen Benson
Automobile Glass Co.
Ltd.
Sika Corporation
Solar Control Films
Solar Gard
SRP
Sunroof Express
SYNERGX Technologies Inc.
WINDOW FILm Magazine
Windshield Guru
Xinyi Auto Glass
(North America Corp.)
Yih-Tair Industries Inc.
/Flexline
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420
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Sights
to See
For those looking for some after-hours excitement, Louisville
has plenty to offer. The city is the home of the Kentucky Derby,
Louisville Slugger and Muhammad Ali. Attendees can receive discounts at a number of local establishments by presenting their
badge. For a full list of participating businesses visit the registration
desk. Also, be sure to check out:
Churchill Downs, America’s legendary racetrack and home
of the Kentucky Derby and the Kentucky Derby Museum; The
Louisville Slugger Bat Factory and Museum (Main Street),
home of the legendary Louisville Slugger baseball bat; The
Louisville Science Center and IMAX theater (Main Street) provides fun and discovery for inquiring minds of all ages; Fourth
Street Live!, a $70 million downtown complex of restaurants,
coffee shops, bars, nightclubs and other entertainment venues; Glassworks houses 50 glass artists who can be viewed
creating their works of art; open daily for tours and special
events; and so much more!

continued on page 44
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continued from page 43

Schedule
of Competitions:
Please note: The schedule is tentative and subject to change.
Friday, September 21, 2012
8–10 a.m.
10 a.m.–12 p.m.
2:10–2:40 p.m.
2:40–7 p.m.
3–5:50 p.m.

AGTO Competition Mandatory Contestant Meeting (Contestants and Judges Only)
WRO Competition Mandatory Contestant Meeting (Contestants and Judges Only)
Competition Welcoming Ceremony on the Show Floor
AGTO Competition Preliminary Heats
WRO Competition Preliminary Heats

Saturday, September 22, 2012
7:30 a.m.
10:10 a.m.–2 p.m.
12:30–2 p.m.
5–7 p.m.

Finalists Announced for AGTO and WRO
AGTO Competition Finals
WRO Competition Finals
Gala Awards Reception and Ceremony - Champions will be announced at the Gala Awards
Reception and Ceremony and all contestants will receive their medals, awards and gift bags.

Competitions to Watch
The registrations are in, and now it
is time for the 33 contestants to showcase their skills within the Pilkington
Clear Advantage Auto Glass Technician Olympics (AGTO) and the Walt
Gorman Memorial Windshield Repair
Olympics (WRO) and vie for the title
of “World’s Best Auto Glass Technician” or “World’s Best Windshield Repair Technician.”
The competitions, both in their seventh years, provide the opportunity for
technicians from around the world to
compete to either replace a damaged
windshield in the AGTO or repair a
chip in a vehicle’s windshield in the
WRO. Industry veterans judge the

44

competitors’ overall repair or replacement, as well as their procedures,
safety, cleanliness and customer interaction. The competitions are a chance
for technicians to learn from other professionals; execute safe, quality installations; pick up innovative techniques;
and, of course, a chance to go for the
gold and grand prize of $10,000.

Judging Criteria
for Competitions
In the Auto Glass Technician
Olympics (AGTO), contestants are
judged on ten different sections: professionalism and credentials; technician comportment and vehicle
inspection; proper product usage;

proper equipment and tools usage;
windshield removal; installation technique; post-installation and clean-up
procedures; customer wrap-up; indepth knowledge credit; and correction
of inappropriate conditions when necessary. Recognition awards also are
presented for innovative use of tools or
additional testing that takes the installation to a higher level and raises the
benchmark for our industry as a whole.
The Windshield Repair Olympics
(WRO) is judged based on the Repair
of Laminated Auto Glass Standard
(ROLAGS™), and all contestants also
must participate in a short, 10-question test about proper windshield repair
practices (based on the ROLAGS™
standard) during the mandatory contestant meeting held before the competition. The results of the test are
included in the finalists’ scores (after
the final round is complete). The six
areas judged are: customer greeting;
technician comportment (professionalism/conduct); vehicle preparation;
products to be used; repair technique;
and post-repair procedures. There is a
heavier weight given to the points assigned within the repair technique section than in other categories.
continued on page 46
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continued from page 44

Showtime
A number of suppliers are unveiling new products and tools during this year’s Auto Glass Week™
Exhibition/Extravaganza. Among the products on display:

Booth 115:
A.N. Offers Plethora
of Blade Options
A.N. Designs Inc. offers plenty of
options when it comes to blades. The
company’s UltraThin blade comes in
5006-M with 2-inch cut size. Where
the 1 ½-inch XL blade doesn’t fit, this
2-inch UltraThin XXL works in small
areas of thick urethane that needs to
be accessed from the outside. A
lever knife can be attached to the
blade.
The interior blade comes in 5502M with 1-inch cut length. Due to the
increased use of the Ram/Dakota interior blades for quarter glass removal and other interior needs, the
company added a 1-inch cut length.
The added length gives the technician additional options with interior
quarter glass removals, according to
information from the company.
The long knife comes in 4024-L
with 24 inches cut length, and works
well on extra deep dashboards.
❙❙➤ www.ultrawiztools.com

Gold Glass Group of Bohemia, N.Y.,
is adding to its line of SensorTack Ready
Pads. These ready-to-go silicone replacement pads are an alternative to the
OE spare part, according to company
information. SensorTack Ready Pads
work well in all temperature conditions,
especially in the cold. Their surface is
non-adhesive and can be applied easily.
❙❙➤ www.gggcorp.com
to the manufacturer, the compact design makes the device easy to setup and
handle. It operates with a cordless drill.
The WRD Spider high-tensile strength
cutting line can be used for multiple removals. It is soft and flexible, to best eliminate the potential damage to the interior
and exterior of the motor vehicle.
❙❙➤ www.wrdglasstools.com

Booth113:
GGG Adds to its Line
of SensorTack Pads

Booth 316:
Flexible Spider Makes
for Efficient Removal
Glass WRD introduces the WRD Spider 001S fiber line removal device. The
device was designed for safe and efficient removal of auto glass. According
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Booth 204:
Sika Reformats Its SafeDrive-Away-Time Chart
Sika Corp. has issued a reformatted
safe-drive-away-time (SDAT) chart to be
more easily readable than previous versions, and reflects the company’s current line of AGR products.
This new chart reflects the SDAT for
each Sikaflex® and SikaTack® AGR
product that is currently available.
These include both hot-applied and
cold-applied products, as well as additional information on the importance of “No Shortcuts to Safety.”
Separate SDAT charts for SikaTITAN®
products are available to determine
SDAT of these primerless products.
In addition, the company has
launched two product literature pieces
for its transportation OEM and appliance and components markets. The
brochures include Sika’s portfolio of
sealant and adhesive technologies,
www.agrrmag.com

© 2012 AGRR Magazine. All rights reserved. No reproduction
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general application solutions for sealing and bonding by sub-market segments, as well as additional product
technical data information.
❙❙➤ www.sikausa.com
■
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REPAIR

Next Best Thing
Windshield Repair Product Spotlight

L

jection designs and methods, the
company has developed a patentpending Diamond BluWave curing
technology that utilizes UV LED curing for windshield repair.
This new design requires
no external power source
and provides a high-intensity cure resulting in a
Glass Technology Promotes
strong bond between the
Consistent Repairs
windshield repair resin and
Glass Technology Inc. windshield
the glass. The new design alrepair equipment now incorporates
lows for 360 degrees
patented “dry vacuum
of the rePRISM technology,”
pair to be
which allows for a
cured under
complete injection of
pressure,
windshield repair resin
which the
into any break for a
manufacturer
more consistent repair.
says
holds
In conjunction with
the
windthe advancements to
shield repair resin
windshield repair in-

OOKING FOR THE NEXT BEST
tool to make your windshield
repair better and faster? Then
check out our auto glass repair tool
spotlight for what may be the next
addition to your windshield repair
toolbox.

in the break extremities while it is
being cured.
❙❙➤ www.gtglass.com

Use a Bur with
Low Vibration
Diatech uses proprietary technology to produce burs from a
single piece. The company’s
manufacturer representatives say that
this is the reason the
company’s carbide
burs provide precision concentricity
and little vibration.
When
combined
with the company’s
long instrument life,
the result can be savings in
time and money.
❙❙➤ www.diatechusa.com

Delta Kits Gives Techs a Flexible Hand

48

The new Scorpion from Delta Kits is a multi-purpose tool designed to give technicians an extra set of hands while completing a windshield repair. The flex tool fixes
firmly to the glass using a vacuum cup and stainless steel components, and the flexible dual arm design holds multiple accessories. The Scorpion’s design also allows the
user to change attachments in seconds without the use of extra tools.
The Scorpion will hold UV lights of nearly any size and shape above the glass,
eliminating the need for suction cups. It even holds the largest long crack lights in
any desired position. Hair dryers for warming the glass, UV shields, various sizes of
flashlights and other tools can be attached using one of the Scorpion’s multi-purpose
attachment plates.
The company also offers the B250 Windshield Repair Bridge, which company representatives
say is extremely easy to use and maintain. The combination of stainless steel and composite
parts are designed for durability. The solid structure of the bridge is complemented by the company’s spring-loaded injector for speed and efficiency.
Each B250 Bridge comes with a training DVD featuring step-by-step instructions, and is backed
by a lifetime warranty.
❙❙➤ www.deltakits.com
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Essential New Kits Get
Techs Started on Repair

Save Resin with
New Crackmaster
Representatives with Ultra Bond
say that its tools for stone damage
repair are fast, easy and effective because the designer has repaired
windshields for 26 years. The latest,
the Crackmaster Tool, is not only a

REPAIR

GlasWeld is now offering burgeoning
windshield repair techs everything they
need to start their auto glass repair
business, with the Essentials windshield
repair kit. These kits were designed to
include the company’s highest quality
components, but with only the items essential to getting started—and at a
price point that is affordable. All of the
Essentials kits are supported by the
company’s online training, customer
support and patented technology.
❙❙➤ www.glasweld.com/essentials
loading. Technicians can go directly
from one repair to the next using
the same tool. The Crackmaster repairs 70 percent of breaks in less
than 60 seconds, according to the
manufacturer.
The company also offers the Star
Flexor tool for hands-free flexing of
stubborn legs and the Rain Proof Additive for rainy days.
❙❙➤ www.ultrabond.com

New QuickSilver Dispensers
Save Time, Reduce Waste

fast, semi-automatic repair tool, but
is cost-effective as it does not waste
a single drop of resin. As some tools
waste resin when they have to be reloaded after each repair, this stainless steel injector has 27 inches hg
of vacuum and holds enough resin
to do eight to ten repairs without re-

www.agrrmag.com

Repair Kits Help Techs
Rev Their Businesses
Like its namesake, the Daytona auto
glass repair system from Glass
Mechanix was designed to give glass
repair professionals performance and
speed. It includes a precise and adjustable bridge and two-stage resin injector technology that delivers twice
the vacuum and uses half the resin of
screw-thread injectors. Kits are available ranging from basic chip and crack
repair to more advanced ones.
The company also offers its more
economical Rally windshield kit and
its original Sprint auto glass repair
system, which includes all of the
standard equipment needed for an
individual operator to complete
windshield repairs.
❙❙➤ www.glassmechanix.com
■

Now available from AEGIS Tools
International is a four-pack of the
company’s QuickSilver resin filling
dispensers. This helpful delivery system allows technicians to better control the amount of windshield resin
used in rock-chip fixes. Once the tech
becomes familiar with the amount of
resin typically used in these repairs,
Share Your Innovation!
these dispensers can save money by
Send info on your repair products to
reducing waste.
mheadley@glass.com for a chance to be
❙❙➤ www.aegistools.com
part of a future AGRR issue.
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What about the Consumer?
by Richard Campfield

I

HAVE NOTICED THAT NOTHING
has been said about the consumer in any of the legislative attempts to have free enterprise in the
auto glass industry (see page 14 for
more). How the third-party administrator (TPA) interference with the
market is hurting the consumer has
never been broached by the lobbyists
and not considered or investigated by
the legislators. An opposing attorney
jumped on it by stating “Who is being When the repair versus replacement market is controlled by the criterion
damaged?” Too much about “me” in and pricing of those with a financial interest contrary to the consumer's,
it, I guess, which may be why the at- consumers may be losing more than just money.
tempts are failing. No one is showing
2) preserving the factory seal and all its
what is being done to the consumer. Manufacturer-Insurer
safety benefits and 3) preserving the
I wonder why?
Conflict of Interest
When it comes to repair, a wind- higher-quality OEM windshield.
“The purpose of
shield manufacturer that is also TPA has
free enterprise
both a financial interest and a conflict Applying the Deductible to
of
interest: whether it is repaired or re- a Windshield Replacement
is to protect
placed, and where the repair or replaceRepairable damage is turned into recompetition
ment takes place. The repair versus placements with the “size of a dollar bill”
because it, in
replacement ratio is the repair ratio ex- criteria, which is contrary to the repair
cluding
chip repairs. It is the crack re- industry standard. Who is going to repair
turn, protects
pair versus the replacement ratio. That a crack for the price of a chip? Not too
t h e c o n s u m e r. ”
is when it is repair versus replacement. many. Turning a repair into a replaceThe purpose of free enterprise is to Those that repair per the repairable di- ment causes the deductible to apply, and
protect competition because it, in turn, mensions of the Repair of Laminated therefore costs the consumers hundreds
protects the consumer. Perhaps some Automotive Glass Standard (RO- of dollars. Their high-quality OEM windauto glass companies are no different LAGS™) have repair versus replace- shield is replaced with a lesser quality, inthan the networks and TPAs when it ment ratios above 50 percent, which ferior aftermarket glass (see Allstate v.
comes to the consumer. After all, what shows what the consumers will choose Auto Glass Express Inc. complaint before
is the consumer getting that is differ- when given the truth and their options. the Amended Complaint describing afent when they go to an independent Currently the repair-versus-replace- termarket windshields as lesser quality
versus a network? What might that be? ment market is controlled by the repair product and inferior glass) without disWell, I repair and replace as a non-par- criteria and repair pricing of those with closing it and, of course, breaking of their
ticipant. Consumers are very hurt on a financial interest contrary to the con- factory seal. Who is being hurt the most
the repair side. There is no disclosure sumers. I would guess the TPAs, and by the windshield manufacturer TPAs? I
■
of the repair benefits made when it is a those who do the same, have a repair would say the consumer.
repair versus replacement situation. It versus replacement ratio of probably
is a completely different script after less than 1 percent. So what the TPAs do
Richard Campfield is the founder and
they ask the “longer than a dollar bill” to the consumer is eliminate the three
president of Ultra Bond Inc. in Grand
major benefits of repair: 1) cost savings, Junction, Colo.
question.

◗
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Repair Round Up

nwra reports

kerry@gtglass.com

How Technology Could Save the Day

“It’s time we ask
ourselves what
else we can
do to improve
our position.”
done, who the customer’s insurance
carrier was and so on. Most customers
are willing to discuss this, especially if
you offer to re-repair the poor quality
repair. As an interesting side note, I
found it amusing to hear some of the
excuses given to the customer as to why
the repair looked so bad after the initial
repair. How about “it will look better in
three to five days after the resin fully
cures?” Hm, that’s news to me.

Next Gen Mobile Repair
Now what if it could be taken one
step further? How about an app for
your phone that allows you to document the repair quality, the location of the repair on
the
windshield, the
exact type

of damage and before and after photos of the good repair you have done.
This could then be submitted to a
network interested in promoting the
highest standard available to their
customer, the insurance carrier of
that vehicle.
Smartphones essentially are a
computer with just as much computing power as a cheap laptop. But
those benefits are secondary to my
main point. The benefit, as I see it, is
that it could help reduce fraud and
can improve repair quality, by documenting this data that then could be
compiled to highlight the “better” repair technicians.
Don’t be confused; I think the
smaller shops or the windshield repair-only technicians are not the offenders or the one pumping out poor
repairs. The evidence suggest otherwise. Why wouldn’t the insurance carriers want such a tool for the benefit
of their customers? All they have to do
is say they want it and it could be
done within a few months. All the talk
about small shops cheating or billing
for no repair at all could go away, repair quality would improve, customers would be happier and you
could potentially get more referrals
(assuming you do better repairs). The
best benefit is that it pushes companies to really do better repairs, as opposed to spending serious dollars
advertising that they do better repair
with better tools and resin. Show me
the beef.
■
Kerry Wanstrath serves on the board of
directors of the National Windshield
Repair Association and is president of Glass
Technology Inc. of Durango, Colo.

◗

It's time to take advantage of the smart new mobile tools available to help
mobile repair businesses improve their quality and beat the competition.
www.agrrmag.com
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Bringing this to your area can start with
a simple photo. Some of the technicians
then started to inquire as to who did
that questionable repair, when it was

on

W

HETHER IT IS REPAIR OR
replacement, we have tried
everything to save the independents from being devoured by the
behemoth: safety, quality, better service, mobile service, faster service, Internet marketing, the Auto Glass
Safety Council™ (formerly the
AGRSS Council Inc.) certification,
technician certification, education
and the list goes on and on.
All very worthy endeavors individually and collectively, and I’m not suggesting those efforts be reversed or
stopped. But, let’s be honest, the independents’ share of the market continues to drop year after year despite
these industry efforts and programs.
It’s time we ask ourselves what else
we can do to improve our position.
There was a huge buzz about repair
quality this past year, where some small
shops and repair-only technicians
began documenting poor quality repairs done by competition in their area.
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LEGAL NEWS

Lewis and Safelite Unable to Agree After
Case Management Conference

F

ORMER WINDSHIELD REPAIR
technician Demetriot Lewis and
Safelite have failed to reach
agreement during a case management
conference in a court case regarding
overtime pay. Lewis is seeking a class
action suit against the company alleging that he is owed overtime pay for
hours not counted in his work day.
Lewis, who says he worked as a mobile windshield repair technician from
April 2010 to December 2010 in the San
Francisco Bay area, alleges that he was
regularly scheduled to work eight

52

hours per day, but that the company
“did not pay [him] wages for all the
hours [he] worked.”
He says that though the company
sometimes paid him time-and-a-half
based on his $12 hourly rate of pay, the
company did not factor the repair incentives that he sometimes received
into the time-and-a-half rate.
Both parties continue to disagree
over whether the suit should be approved as a class action suit.
Safelite has provided responses to
questions served by Lewis in March, al-

Cobalt Sponsor of Auto Glass Week™ 2012
AGRR September/October 2012
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though responses have not been released to the public.
“Defendant has indicated its intention
to supplement its responses with additional information, and has submitted a
proposed protective order for plaintiff’s
consideration prefatory to production of
certain other information responsive to
plaintiff’s discovery requests,” reads the
latest case management statement. “ ...
Defendant served its initial sets of interrogatories and document requests on
plaintiff. Defendant also intends to take
plaintiff’s deposition.”
■
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Introducing ICON,™ SRP’s
most advanced automotive
glass adhesive yet. The first
adhesive with an FMVSS validated
30-minute drive away time in
temperatures from 0° to 140°
Fahrenheit. We think it’s super.
And you will too.

FOR INSTALLERS, BY INSTALLERS™
For more information, visit:

shatrproof.com
800-728-1817
Shat R Proof Corp. 12800 Highway 13 South, Suite 500, Savage, MN 55378
SRP, ICON, EDGE, AND VELOCITY AND FOR INSTALLERS, BY INSTALLERS ARE TRADEMARKS
OF SHAT R PROOF CORP. TOTALSEAL IS A TRADEMARK OF LE JOIN FRANCAIS.

Cobalt Sponsor of Auto Glass Week™ 2012
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industry insiders
people in the news

COMINGS AND GOINGS

SRP Announces New Midwest Sales Reps

Shat R Proof Corp. has hired Paul Schulte of Concorde
Sales LLC as Midwest regional sales representative for SRP
Maik Nessau will transfer from Sika Au- Totalseal Adhesives and products.
Schulte, president of Concorde Sales, has more than 30
tomotive in Widen, Switzerland.
Prior to joining Sika in 2009, Nessau was years in the auto glass industry. He will cover the eastern Midemployed for six years with Kautex Textron west states of Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Ohio andWisconsin.
in Munich, Germany. Prior to Kautex, he
was employed by two consulting firms, as a Glass Doctor Sees Personnel Changes
consultant for vehicle programs at BMW
Doug Dotson, who has served as vice
Maik Nessau and as a consultant for residential home president of operations for Glass Doctor
projects. Nessau holds a degree from in civil since July 2012, has resigned from this role
engineering from Munich University.
to work full-time running the Glass Doctor
In addition, Marcy Burris has joined
- Heart of Texas franchise location in Waco,
Texas. He purchased the Waco franchise in
Sika Corp. as western area sales manager,
January 2012.
transportation A&C, reporting to Jerry
“I love the Glass Doctor brand and have in- Doug Dotson
Clayton, western region sales manager.
vested a lot personally into it over the last 11
She will cover the states of California, Neyears,” says Dotson, who also authors a blog for AGRR magavada, Utah and Arizona.
zine’s glassBYTEs.com™ news service. “In the end, Dwyer
Burris has more than 20 years experience
Group is awesome at providing a person a
in the industry. Prior to joining Sika, she Marcy Burris
spent 14 years with Dow Automotive in
proven path to owning their own business …”
technical service roles, including technical service and deDotson had succeeded Michael Gai, who
velopmental technologist and technical service manager.
was promoted from vice president of operations to vice president of system accounts for
Prior to Dow, she worked as a technician while completing
Glass Doctor parent company The Dwyer
her education.
Group Inc. As of press time, a replacement
Naylor Resigns, Leads to Personnel Moves Michael Gai for Dotson had not been announced.
NSG Group president and CEO Craig
Naylor has resigned from the company, A P P O I N T M E N T S
effective April 18, just two years after
being named to the post in April 2010. IGA Announces Board Changes
Company officials have attributed NayThe Independent Glass Association (IGA) announced that
lor’s decision to leave to “fundamental two board members have resigned, while four new members
disagreements.”
will join the board. Corey Hemperly and David Burns will be
Naylor will remain with the company as a leaving the board “due to personal reasons not related to the
Craig Naylor
board member and as an executive officer. IGA or the automotive glass repair and replacement indusKeiji Yoshikawa, who had been named chief project try,” states a press release from the association.
The new board members are Rex Altree, founder and manmanagement officer for the company during a February
2012 re-organization, has been named as Naylor’s replace- aging member of New Image Auto Glass LLC in Tempe, Ariz.;
ment. In his capacity as president and CEO, Yoshikawa as- Matt Bailey, owner and president of 20/20 Auto Glass in Sparsumes overall responsibility for overseeing the profitable tanburg, S.C.; Jared Hoggan, owner and president of AAA
operations and development of the NSG Group.
Glass Inc. in Logan, Utah; and Benjamin Weaver, manager of
With the departure of Naylor, the company has an- Alderfer Glass Company in Telford, Pa.
“The addition of these new directors will further diversify
nounced several other personnel moves. Clemens Miller
has been appointed representative executive officer, exec- the outstanding talents and wide-ranging experience that our
utive vice president and chief operating officer. As COO, directors already bring to the association and industry,” says
Miller will take direct responsibility for the day-to-day man- Alan Epley, president of the IGA. “Each is a widely respected
agement of all of the Group’s operations.
and deeply experienced business leader, and together they
Mark Lyons will continue in the role of chief financial will provide our board and management team with new inofficer but also has been appointed representative exec- sight and perspectives relating to the rapidly changing [auto
glass repair and replacement] industry.”
utive officer.

Nessau, Burris, New Additions to Sika Staff
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Undercover Boss Prompts Glass Doctor
Parent to Launch “Women in the Trades”
After working closely with female Mr. Appliance technician
Tanna Marino on the CBS reality show “Undercover Boss,” Dina
Dwyer-Owens, chair and CEO of Glass Doctor parent company
The Dwyer Group, has announced that she plans to launch a
“Women in the Trades” program. The program will provide
scholarships to women working within The Dwyer Group companies to achieve credentials in their service fields.
Marino, who was featured on the show with Dwyer-Owens,
has been promoted to franchise consultant for The Dwyer
Group and is going to serve as the Women in the Trades program spokesperson.
“I was honored to have the opportunity to go undercover
as ‘Faith Brown’ and work side-by-side with our frontline team
members,” says Dwyer-Owens. “I’ve received thousands of
emails and communications from viewers all over the world
with an overwhelmingly positive response to The Dwyer Group
and our company's Code of Values. I’ll admit that I may have
shed a tear or two after reading some of the responses.” ■
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THE SHOWCASE
directory of suppliers
Adhesives/Sealants

AUTO GLASS
ADHESIVE SYSTEMS
SHAT-R-PROOF CORP.
12800 Hwy. 13, Suite #500
Savage, MN 55378
952/946-0450 (phone)
952/946-0435 (fax)
www.shatrproof.com
info@shatrproof.com

Auto Glass

NATIONAL GLASS
BROKERS, LLC
3115 Fry Rd., Suite #302
Katy, TX 77449
281/599-1550 (phone)
281/599-8158 (fax)
www.nationalglassbrokers.com
sales@nationalglassbrokers.com
RV GLASS
COACH GLASS
1400 Cross St.
Eugene, OR 97402
800/714-7171 (phone)
888/714-7171 (fax)
rv@coachglass.com
WINDSHIELD MFS.
CARLEX
7200 Centennial Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37209
877/377-4527 (phone)

Information Sources
ASSOCIATIONS
NATIONAL WINDSHIELD
REPAIR ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 569
Garrisonville, VA 22463
540/720-7484 (phone)
540/720-3470 (fax)
www.nwrassn.org
PUBLICATIONS
AGRR™ MAGAZINE
Key Communications, Inc.
385 Garrisonville Rd.,
Suite #116
Stafford, VA 22554
540/720-5584 (phone)
540/720-5687 (fax)
www.agrrmag.com

Software

AUTO GLASS - RELATED
ALL GLASS QUOTES
3344 North Halsted St.
Chicago, IL 60657
312/465-1584 (phone)
www.allglassquotes.com

Tools and Supplies

EQUALIZER
INDUSTRIES, INC.
2611 Oakmont Drive
Round Rock, TX 78665
512/388-7715 (phone)
512/388-4188 (fax)
www.equalizer.com
sales@equalizer.com

Windshield
Removal Tool

LIQUID RESINS/A.C.T.
4295 N. Holly Rd.
Olney, IL 62450
618/392-3590 (phone)
800/458-2098 (toll free)
618/392-3202 (fax)
www.liquidresins.com

EXTRACTOR/CRYSTAL
GLASS CANADA
9508 - 45 Ave.
Edmonton, AB T6E 5Y9
Canada
877/628-8837 (phone)
780/438-5915 (fax)
www.extractortools.com

REPAIR SYSTEMS & SERVICES
GLASS MEDIC
7177 Northgate Way, Ste. C
Westerville, OH 43082
614/891-9222 (phone)
614/891-9227 (fax)
www.glassmedic.com

Windshield
Repair Products

Delta Kits, Inc.
1090 Bailey Hill Road,
Suite A
Eugene, OR 97402
800/548-8332
541/345-1591
www.deltakits.com
EMERGENCY
GLASS REPAIR
3344 North Halsted St.
Chicago, IL 60657
312/465-1619 (phone)
www.emergencyglassrepair.com
GLASWELD SYSTEMS
20578 Empire Blvd.
Bend, OR 97701
541/388-1156 (phone)
541/388-1157 (fax)
www.glasweld.com

AEGIS TOOLS
INTERNATIONAL
P.O. Box 259688
Madison, WI 53725-9688
608/274-9254 (phone)
608/274-9395 (fax)
www.aegistools.com
info@aegistools.com
WINDSHIELD REMOVAL TOOLS
A.N. DESIGNS INC./
ULTRAWIZ®
111 Putter Lane
Torrington, CT 06790
860/482-2921 (phone)
860/482-8585 (fax)
www.ultrawiztools.com ■

To place a Supplier’s Guide listing please call Tina Czar
at 540/602-3261 or email tczar@glass.com.

What’s Better Than
Reading the News?

… Watching it!
View the Monthly
Newscast

Holly Biller,
Penny Stacey,
Vice President Editor, glassBYTEs.com™

PRODUCED BY
AGRR™ MAGAZINE
Scan the tag at right to
view the latest newscast.
Get the free mobile app
at http://gettag.mobi.

Visit www.glassBYTEs.com™ and look for the video icon () or sign up for the daily e-newsletter and receive the newscast when it is first delivered.
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on the road

calendar of events

D A Y /
September 11-16, 2012
Automechanika
Organized by Messe Frankfurt Exhibition GmbH
Frankfurt Fair and Exhibition Centre
Frankfurt, Germany
Contact: Show managers at 49 69 75 75 – 5770
or visit www.automechanika.messefrankfurt.com
September 20-22, 2012
Auto Glass Week™
(Exhibition/Extravaganza September 21-22)
Co-sponsored by AGRR™ magazine, the Auto
Glass Safety Council™ (formerly the AGRSS®
Council), the Independent Glass Association,
the National Glass Association and the National
Windshield Repair Association. Includes Auto
Glass Repair and Replacement Olympics
Kentucky International Convention Center
Louisville, Ky.
Contact: AGRR magazine at 540/720-5584
or visit www.autoglassweek.com

P L A N N E R

September 20-22, 2012
International Window Film Conference and
Tint-Off™
(Exhibition/Extravaganza September 21-22)
Co-sponsored by WINDOW FILM magazine and
the International Window Film Association
Kentucky International Convention Center
Louisville, Ky.
Contact: WINDOW FILM magazine at
540/720-5584 or visit
www.windowfilmmag.com/IWFC

October 30-November 1, 2012
Automotive Aftermarket Products Expo
Sponsored by Automotive
Aftermarket Industry Association
and Automotive Aftermarket
Suppliers Association
Sands Expo Center
Las Vegas
Contact: Show organizers
at 708/226-1300 or visit
www.aapexshow.com

October 11-13, 2012
NACE Expo
Sponsored by the Automotive
Service Association
Morial Convention Center
New Orleans, La.
Contact: Show organizers
at 972/536-6354
or visit www.naceexpo.com

October 30-November 2, 2012
SEMA Show
Sponsored by the Specialty
Equipment Market Association (SEMA)
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas
Contact: Show managers
at 702/450-7662
or visit www.semashow.com

■

ADVERTISING INDEX
Page

Company
27
A.N. Designs Inc.
60
AEGIS Tools International
45
Auto Glass Journal
33
Carlex Aftermarket
9
Coach Glass
19, 41 Creative Extruded Products
15
Dinol
5
Dow Automotive Systems
17
Equalizer Industries
52
Extractor
7
Glass Technology Inc.
47
GlasWeld
31
Glass Pro Supplies
1
Gold Glass Group
23
Mainstreet Computers Inc.
55
Meritool
11
Mygrant Glass
55
Nelson Glass Tools
3
NordGlass
CW1, CW2, C2 Pilkington North America
59
Precision Replacement Parts
43
Sika Corp.
53
Shat R Proof Corp.
Sunroof Express/Night Watchman
47
9
SwarfBuster
39
Yih-Tair Industrial Inc.

Phone
866/482-2921
888/247-6000
540/720-5584
877/377-4527
800/714-7171
800/273-1535
866/596-7772
800/453-3779
800/334-1334
877/628-8837
800/441-4527
800/321-2597
800/506-4444
800/448-5188
800/698-6246
716/542-8341
714/704-3910
530/748-8880
248/881-2904
866/377-3647
800/367-8241
800/688-7452
800/728-1817
800/322-8867
248/274-1111
877/975-5554

Fax
860/482-8585
608/274-9395
540/720-2914
615/257-5770
541/393-5896
937/667-3647
740/548-1657
734/697-8228
512/388-4188
780/438-5915
970/247-9375
541/388-1157
410/228-2823
631/981-4299
734/697-8228
716/699-6337
714/704-3914
Not Available
Not Available
419/247-3821
800/545-5083
248/577-0810
952/946-0461
586/498-2301
248/274-1111
210/310-0982

Web Address
www.ultrawiztools.com
www.aegistools.com
www.autoglassjournal.com
www.carlite.com
www.coachglass.com
www.creativeextruded.com
www.dinol.com
www.dowautomotiveaftermarket.com
www.equalizer.com
www.extractortools.com
www.gtglass.com
www.glasweld.com
www.glassprosupplies.com
www.gggcorp.com
www.mainstreetcomp.com
www.meritool.com
www.mygrantglass.com
www.glassbot.net
www.nordglass.com
www.pilkingtonclearadvantage.com
www.prp.com
www.sikaindustry.com
www.shatrproof.com
www.nightwatchman.net
www.swarfbuster.com
www.flexlinemouldings.com

For more information on these companies’ products, visit http://products.agrrmag.com.
www.agrrmag.com
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oem news from detroit

COOL TECH
Mercedes May Make Magic Sidelites
An article in the New York Daily News notes that MercedesBenz might be looking to go all the way with its self-tinting
windows. The manufacturer’s SL-class Roadster (left) already
makes use of Research Frontier Inc.’s SPD-SmartGlass technology (Mercedes advertises the option as “Magic Sky Control”) that lets drivers control the transparency of their roof
with the flick of a switch. According to the article, MercedesBenz is looking to make magic in other areas; the company is
reportedly developing the tinting technology for sidelites.

Moving Dash Gauges to the Windshield

Photo: BMW Group

AutoSpies.com posed an interesting
question following Google’s release of a
pair of glasses that, though transparent,
allow a third-party to see via video link
whatever the wearer sees. The glasses
feature a camera, processor, memory to
spare and wi-fi capability. However, the
auto-focused website asks: How soon
until this technology is being integrated
into your windshield? Picture your
transparent windshield overlaid with
your dash gauges, the site invites its
readers.
On the other hand, WebProNews
points out Google’s introduction might
already be old news. The BMW HeadUp Display (right) from BMW ConnectedDrive projects the current speed
or navigation instructions directly into
the driver’s field of vision—letting the
driver keep his eyes on the road.

New Side Mirror Gives Drivers Back Their Sight

58

Drexel University mathematics professor Dr. R. Andrew
Hicks has obtained a U.S. patent for a side mirror that eliminates drivers’ blind spot. According to the university, Hicks’ driver’s side mirror (left) has a field of view of about 45 degrees,
compared to 15 to 17 degrees of view in a flat driver’s side mirror. Unlike with simple curved mirrors that can make straight
lines appear curved, in Hicks’ mirror the visual distortions of
shapes and straight lines are barely detectable.
Because U.S. regulations dictate that cars coming off of the
assembly line must have a flat mirror on the driver s side,
Hicks mirrors will not be installed on new cars sold in the U.S.
any time soon but may be sold as an aftermarket product. ■
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NEED TOOLS?
Think AEGIS® for Great Products, Service & Value



NEW! AEGIS® GlassHandlers®* Updated Design


NEW!
M18 Urethane Guns


 ® Windshield Repair Systems


 ® Windshield Repair Adhesives


AEGIS®
Windshield Setting Tools
®


 Scratch Removal Systems




 


 



  







 







 


The choice of glass professionals worldwide!
View product demonstrations at aegistools.com
1-888-247-6000 toll-free in U.S. & Canada
email: info@aegistools.com phone: 608-274-9254 fax: 608-274-9395
P.O. Box 259688 Madison, WI 53725-9688
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The Pilkington
Clear Advantage

TM

Performance through glass technology.
• Innovative design • Brilliantly engineered • Patented •

BLOCKS UP TO 3X MORE UL
LT
TRA
AV
VI
VIOLET
AND INFRARED LIGHT,
LIGHT REDUCING
EMPERA
AT
INTERIOR TEMPERA
TURE BY UP TO 40ºF
DELIVERING QUALITY GLASS FOR
IMPROVED FIT & PERFORMANCE
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You Call It A Replacement Windshield.

We Call It...

Noise Reducing, UV Ray, Infrared Blocking,
Field of Vision Improving, High Performing,
Compatible, Technologically Advanced, Superior Strength,
Nano Technology, Brilliantly Engineered, Forward Thinking, Smart
Solution, Perfect Fitting Aftermarket Premium Automotive Glass.
OE Quality Equivalent From Design, Fit and Function.
r 'JMUSBUJPOPGVQUP99% of UV Rays
r 3FEVDUJPOPG$BCJO"JS5FNQFSBUVSFCZVQUP40 Degrees
r 6QUP68% Sound Reduction*NQSPWFNFOU
r *ODSFBTFE&GGJDJFODJFTBOE(SFBUFS'VFM&DPOPNJFT
r &WFSZ1BSU2VBMJUZ5FTUFECZ1JMLJOHUPOUP)FMQ(VBSBOUFF"HBJOTU(MBTT%JTUPSUJPO
r 1FSGFDU'JU&OIBODJOH4FBMJOH4ZTUFN
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